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Abstract
The evolution of copper tolerance in the common yellow monkeyflower,
Mimulus guttatus, is a classic example of rapid adaptation in plants; however, little is yet
known about the genetic, functional, and evolutionary mechanisms involved. How does
excess copper cause toxicity in M. guttatus, and how do tolerant plants avoid negative
effects? What genes are involved in adaptations to copper mine tailings? How do they
contribute to tolerance, and what do they teach us about how copper tolerance evolved?
In my dissertation, I address these questions to gain a better understanding of this rapid
local adaptation.
To better understand how copper affects M. guttatus, we used RNA-seq to find
genes that are differentially expressed between hydroponically-grown tolerant and
nontolerant lines of M. guttatus in excess copper. In addition, we used F1 hybrids to
examine allele specific expression of candidate genes. We found that copper causes more
differential gene expression and greater oxidative stress in the nontolerant genotype
than in the tolerant genotype. Additionally, comparisons of differentially expressed
genes between genotypes revealed that more genes are constitutively expressed than
induced. We identified possible candidate genes and found that most of them are cisregulated, while genes that were systemic or downstream responses to excess copper are
more likely to be trans-regulated. Together, these patterns suggested that the tolerant
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genotype avoids oxidative stress by either excluding, sequestering, or pumping out
copper ions from the cells.
To identify loci that contribute to adaptations to copper mine tailings, we looked
for regions that directly contribute to survival in copper-contaminated soil. We first
characterized two parental inbred lines to determine whether copy number and gene
expression differences of candidate genes are consistent with previous results. We then
mapped differential survival of F2s to find loci that correlated with survival and
determine their effects on fitness. We compared a list of candidate genes to our results to
see if any co-localized with survival. We looked for interactions between loci and tested
how these genes contribute to copper tolerance. At least two loci on Scaffolds 4 and 9
contributed to survival on copper soil. Multi-copper oxidase (MCO) and copper ion
ATPase transporter (COP) both co-localized with these loci and had large effects on
fitness. The MCO locus was required and sufficient for survival, while the COP locus
acted additively with MCO. We hypothesized that the causal gene at the MCO region
was selected for first in the evolution of copper tolerance, and that these two genes work
together to exclude Cu+ ions from the cell. Together, our findings improved our
understanding of the genetic, functional, and evolutionary mechanisms of copper
tolerance in M. guttatus and provide evidence for at least two genes that are involved in
this common adaptation.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Rapid local adaptations to heavy metals
A major question in evolutionary biology is how organisms adapt to complex
and often unpredictable environments. In plants, adaptations to different soil conditions
are important because soils are the main source of nutrients. Roots uptake essential
nutrients such as calcium and phosphorus, as well as toxic heavy metals like excess
copper and nickel. Species that grow on mine tailings are an excellent system to study
local adaptation to soil conditions because mine tailings often contain very high levels of
heavy metals that impose strong selection on plants. In addition, these harsh habitats
occur adjacent to normal soils, so studies of local adaptation to solely edaphic
differences are possible. Adaptations to heavy metal pollution from mines have been
used as a study system for rapid adaptive evolution since the mid-1900’s (Gregory and
Bradshaw 1965; Walley et al. 1974; Antonovics et al. 1971; Baker 1987). The construction,
maintenance, and abandonment of mines is well documented, which has made in depth
studies of the effects of mine activity on local vegetation possible. Classic studies have
posed questions critical to understanding the evolution of tolerance and adaptation, in
general (Antonovics et al. 1971; Antonovics 1971). These questions include: What is the
effect of heavy metal contamination on nearby plants? Why are some species able to
adapt while others are not? What is the mechanism of tolerance?
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Antonovics (1971) and Bradshaw (1993) surveyed populations of several species
on different heavy metal mines in Europe and demonstrated that biodiversity of plant
species is greatly lost in metal contaminated areas. They found that while some species
have tolerant genotypes in non-mine populations, others do not. Further, species that
lack variation for metal tolerance (tolerant genotypes) in normal, off-mine, populations
never evolve mine-adapted populations. They concluded that rapid adaptive evolution
may require a low frequency of tolerant genotypes in the normal, ancestral, populations
for mine-adapted populations to evolve in a short time span. While these classic studies
found local adaptation and standing variation for survival on mine-tailings, they were
unable to explore the genetic, molecular, and physiological mechanisms necessary for
heavy metal tolerance.

1.2 Copper tolerance in Mimulus guttatus
One of the best-studied species for heavy metal tolerance has been Mimulus
guttatus (Allen and Sheppard 1971; Macnair 1983; Macnair 1989; MacNair, Smith, and
Cumbes 1993; Tilstone and Macnair 1997; Wright et al. 2013), which can be found on and
off abandoned copper mines throughout California. One of the focal mines for this
dissertation and many previous studies, Copperopolis (Calaveras County, CA), was
operational until 1945 (Kruckeberg and Wu 1992). Unlike some heavy metals, copper is
an essential micronutrient for plants. It is required for many cellular processes such as
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photosynthesis, respiration, cell wall metabolism, and oxidative stress protection (Yruela
2009; Gayomba et al. 2013). However, there is a very fine line between necessary and
toxic levels of copper. Excess copper results in reduced biomass in roots and shoots,
chlorosis of leaves, necrosis, and reduced or halted root and shoot growth (Fernandes
and Henriques 1991). Plants that have adapted to toxic levels of copper, including
locally adapted populations of M. guttatus, do not exhibit these symptoms.
There are four possible mechanisms of tolerance: 1) excluding metal uptake in
the roots; 2) actively pumping out excess metals from the cells; 3) chelating metals by
proteins or chelators to remove active ions from the cell; and 4) sequestering metals into
a vacuole, cellular organ, or tissue type (Fernandes and Henriques 1991; Yruela 2009). In
Mimulus guttatus, tolerant plants have 66% less copper in their roots and shoots than
non-tolerant plants when grown in excess copper (Wright, 2010).
Much progress has been made in the M. guttatus system to answer some of the
questions originally posed by Antonovics and other classic researchers. MacNair et al.
(1993) surveyed 15 populations within 10km of the Copperopolis mine and found
variation in the frequency of tolerance in non-mine populations (ranging from 0.0-0.2
within 1km of the mine, and up to 0.5 within 10km from the mine). In 1971, Allan and
Sheppard began to research the genetic and physiological mechanisms of copper
tolerance. They showed that individuals from mine-populations had normal root growth
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in copper solutions while off-mine individuals had shorter roots and grew at a reduced
rate. Macnair (1977) followed this research by studying the heritability of copper
tolerance, and found that tolerance is a multi-locus trait, involving at least one locus of
large effect. Recently, Wright et al. (2013, 2015) have identified loci linked to copper
tolerance, and possible candidate genes using a population genetic approach.

1.3 Outline of chapters
My dissertation research focuses on better understanding the evolutionary,
genetic, and functional mechanisms of copper tolerance in M. guttatus.
In the chapter, ”Differential gene expression responses to excess copper in onand off-mine lines of Mimulus guttatus suggest mechanisms of tolerance,”(Jeong and
Willis, submitted) I performed an RNA-seq experiment to understand how excess copper
affects gene expression in nontolerant and tolerant plants. I find patterns of differential
gene expression that suggest mechanisms of how copper causes toxicity in nontolerant
plants and how tolerant plants avoid toxicity. I also identify new candidate genes that
may be involved in copper tolerance pathways.
In “Mapping differential survival on mine soil to understand evolutionary,
genetic, and functional mechanisms of copper tolerance in Mimulus guttatus,” I
conducted a mapping experiment to find loci that contribute to differential survival on
copper-contaminated soil in M. guttatus. I determine how many large effect loci likely
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contribute to tolerance, what their relative fitness is, how they interact, and if any
candidate genes co-localize with survival loci. Using candidate genes previously
identified by work from Wright et al. (BioRxiv, 2015, and in prep), I identify two genes
that correlate with survival on copper-contaminated soil, and hypothesize evolutionary
and functional mechanisms based on their interactions. This chapter includes
collaborative work between myself, Baoqing Ding, and Yaowu Yuan, who I worked
closely with to conduct transient assays and generate transgenic lines.
I end with a Conclusions chapter that discusses implications and future
directions of my findings from my dissertation research.
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2. Differential gene expression responses to excess
copper in on- and off-mine lines of Mimulus guttatus
suggest mechanisms of tolerance
2.1 Introduction
Adaptations to new environments can be caused by coding or regulatory
mutations in organisms. The selection of new mutations can be constrained however,
depending on where the mutations arise and how they affect a gene. If genes are
pleiotropic, coding mutations can present a higher cost, as they can change many
different cellular functions, and thus have more detrimental effects (Wray 2007).
Regulatory mutations, on the other hand, can change the expression levels of a gene in a
specific tissue, at a particular time point, or in response to external stimuli without
affecting its coding sequence or other functions (Wray 2007; Jones et al. 2012; Fraser 2013;
Lasky et al. 2014). These regulatory changes can be trans- or cis-acting. While mutations
to trans-factors can have many negative pleiotropic effects because they often regulate
multiple targets, cis-factors only affect one gene’s expression, and thus have much fewer
pleiotropic effects (Wittkopp et al. 2004). Therefore, cis-regulatory mutations are
preferentially fixed under selection while mutations in trans-regulatory factors are either
removed via purifying selection or are neutral (Wittkopp et al. 2004; Wittkopp et al. 2005;
Metzger et al. 2006; Talke et al. 2006; Willems et al. 2007; Hanikenne et al. 2008; Wittkopp
et al. 2008; Schaefke et al. 2013; Coolon et al. 2014). In many ecological systems, it is still
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unknown to what extent cis and trans regulatory changes drive adaptation to new
environments, and whether expression differences are constitutive between populations
or induced by stressors.
Plant species and populations that grow in harsh edaphic environments such as
serpentine soils and mine tailings are classic ecological systems to study adaptation
(Gregory and Bradshaw 1965; Antonovics 1971; Antonovics et al. 1971; Walley et al. 1974;
Baker 1987; Macnair 1977; Macnair 1987; Macnair et al. 1993). These harsh habitats occur
adjacent to normal soils, so studies of local adaptation to solely edaphic differences are
possible. Mine tailings also contain high levels of heavy metals that impose strong
selection on plants.
Much work has gone into understanding the evolutionary history and genetic
basis of heavy metal adaptations. One species that has been used to study recent
adaptation to heavy metals is Mimulus guttatus (Allen and Sheppard 1971; Macnair 1983;
Macnair 1989; Macnair et al. 1993; Tilstone and Macnair 1997; Wright et al. 2013).
Populations of this widespread species have adapted to copper mine tailings throughout
California within the last 150 years (Kruckeberg and Wu 1992). Tolerance to copper
contaminated soil is inherited like a single dominant trait, with survival in copper-rich
conditions attributed to one major effect locus and several minor effect loci (Macnair
1977; Macnair 1981; Macnair 1983; Tilstone and Macnair 1997; Smith and Macnair 1998).
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The major effect locus, now called Tol1, has been mapped to an unassembled region of
the genome on linkage group 9 (Wright et al. 2013). Despite this, very little is known
about the genetic and molecular mechanisms of copper tolerance in M. guttatus. The goal
of this study is to use whole genome gene expression data to understand how copper
toxicity affects off-mine plants of M. guttatus and what mechanisms of tolerance are used
by mine-adapted plants.
High copper concentrations on mine tailings are toxic to most plant species. Free
copper ions in the cell can create reactive oxygen species, which cause damage to
proteins and DNA. This toxicity manifests as slowed and inhibited growth, especially in
the roots, and eventually death. Leaves may also appear chlorotic as photosynthetic
processes are affected (Fernandes and Henriques 1991). While too much copper can have
fatal costs, all cells need it to function properly. Copper acts as a ligand for proteins with
a wide range of functions, from electron transport to oxidative stress responses,
photosynthesis, cell wall structure, metabolism, and reproduction (Burkhead et al. 2009;
Yruela 2009; Gayomba et al. 2013). Copper enters the plant via root cells as either Cu2+ or
Cu+, though it is most bioavailable as Cu2+ in the soil. COPT transporters enable entry of
copper ions into the cells. From the root symplast, copper is then translocated to the
shoots via the xylem. Heavy metal ATPase transporters (HMA) and copper chelators are
responsible for this long-distance translocation. Other HMA genes pump copper ions
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within cells from the cytosol to vacuoles, organelles, or the extracellular space. Thus,
there must be a very tight regulation in plants growing in copper-rich environments to
allow just enough copper to enter their cells without toxic consequences (Printz et al.
2016).
There are different mechanisms plants can use to confer tolerance to excess
copper. First, copper may be excluded from the plant via the roots. (Yruela, 2009; Guo et
al., 2014; Colzi et al. 2015). Second, copper may be sequestered in vacuoles or chelated by
proteins so that the cytoplasm does not contain free copper ions (van Hoof et al. 2000;
Cobbett and Goldsbrough 2002; Schat et al. 2002). Copper ions may also be pumped out
of the cell through active transporters (Li et al. 2002; Rigola et al. 2006; Magalhaes et al.
2007; Singh et al. 2015). Finally, copper tolerance may be driven by responses to
oxidative stress so that tolerant plants can better manage and convert reactive oxygen
species via specialized enzymes, such as superoxide dismutase, peroxidases, and
reductases (Demidchik 2015).
Given the complexity of copper homeostasis, excess copper may affect many
genes and pathways in a plant, and several mechanisms of tolerance may be used. In
addition, mutations in these conserved genes may be detrimental because genes
involved in copper tolerance are essential for many fundamental cellular processes.
Adaptation to high levels of copper may therefore be through gene regulation rather
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than coding mutations. Recent studies in heavy metal tolerance of many species have
shown a consistent pattern of cis-regulatory changes causing tolerance phenotypes. For
example, genome-wide microarrays and knockout experiments found that cis-mutations
of genes including a triplicated HMA4 likely contribute to the tolerance phenotype
(Talke et al. 2006; Willems et al. 2007; Hanikenne et al. 2008). Gene expression studies
also found increased expression of NRAMP genes in Thlaspi caerulescens that confer
cadmium and zinc hyperaccumulation (Oomen et al. 2009) and metallothionein genes
that confer copper tolerance in Silene vulgaris (van Hoof et al. 2000).
In this study, we seek to understand the physiological effects of copper on M.
guttatus and screen differentially expressed genes for candidate genes that are involved
in copper tolerance mechanisms. We determine whether compared to nontolerant
genotypes, tolerant genotypes have increased oxidative stress responses to excess
copper, differential expression of heavy metal transport genes found in organellar and
plasma membranes, and increased expression of copper binding genes. To find
differentially expressed genes, we conduct hydroponic experiments using two inbred
lines of M. guttatus collected from a locally adapted copper tolerant population and a
nearby nontolerant population, grown in an excess copper and control treatment. We
use gene ontology overrepresentation to infer pathways that may be involved in copper
tolerance and compare genes identified in the literature. We show that there are
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significant differences between copper tolerant and nontolerant genotypes in response
to copper, many of which are in the same pathways. We suggest that these
mechanisms—copper exclusion, sequestration, and efflux—may be driving tolerance in
mine genotypes. Finally, we explore the cis-trans regulation of candidate genes to test
whether genes involved with adaptations to excess copper are primarily cis-acting. The
mechanisms and differentially expressed genes we identify suggest promising candidate
genes for future studies into the specific function and genetic mechanisms of copper
tolerance.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Plants and growing conditions
Inbred lines from two populations of Mimulus guttatus were used in this study.
The copper tolerant line (CCC9) originates from copper mine tailings alongside Reed’s
Turnpike in Copperopolis, Calaveras Co., CA, and the nontolerant, off-mine line
(MED84) was collected from Jacksonville Road, Tuolumne Co., CA. Lines were selfpollinated for four and six generations, respectively. Seeds were planted on rock wool in
cut microcentrifuge tubes in 0.5x Hoagland basal salt nutrient solution that contains 0.02
ppm Cu (Phytotechnology Laboratories), and cold treated in the dark for five days at 4C.
Seeds were then moved to a temperature controlled growth chamber (constant 20C, 14H
day length). After 10 days, the microcentrifuge tubes containing the seedlings were
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transplanted to custom hydroponic boxes that have perforated drinking straws affixed
to the cut microcentrifuge tubes (Selby et al. 2014). This set up allows the roots to grow
out of the rockwool and into the hydroponic solution. The straws keep the roots of each
plant separated for easy collection of tissue. Each box contained either a control
treatment of 0.5x Hoagland solution or an experimental treatment of 0.5x Hoagland
solution with an additional 0.125 ppm CuSO4. A low concentration of CuSO4 was used
to reduce the effects of stress responses and to ensure that nontolerant genotypes would
produce enough tissue for collection. This was done in triplicate for a total of 3 boxes per
treatment, with 10 CCC9 plants, and 7 MED84 plants, and 2 F1 plants per box. Solutions
were changed every third day; all plants were grown for 18 days.

2.2.2 RNA extraction and sequencing
After 18 days, about an inch of the roots from the root tips was harvested using
forceps and immediately put in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80C. RNA was extracted
using Trizol and cleaned using Zymo Research Direct-zol RNA kit (cat. #R2070). RNA
from one individual per genotype, per treatment, and per replicate box was submitted to
the Duke Sequencing Facility for library preparation and sequencing. Libraries were
made using Illumina TruSeq Stranded-RNA kit, with PolyA enriched mRNA. Samples
were pooled and the pool was divided evenly between two lanes of the Illumina HiSeq
2000/2500 platform, 50bp single-end reads.
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2.2.3 Gene expression analysis
QC on sequencing results was done using Trimgalore! (version 0.4.0; Krueger
2015), with default settings, and sequences were aligned to the M. guttatus reference
genome (v.2.0; Hellsten et al, 2013) using STAR (version 2.4.0.1; Dobin et al.2013), with
default filters. HTSeq (v.0.6.1; Anders et al. 2014) was used to quantify gene expression
data by gene count, and DESeq2 (1.10.1; Love et al. 2014) to identify differentially
expressed genes. Gene count data was normalized, and only genes that had at least 10
counts per inbred line sample (CCC9 and MED84) were retained. Both genotype and
treatment factors were grouped in the linear model provided to DESeq2, and specific
contrasts were specified for each of the following comparisons: 1) non-tolerant genotype
(MED84) in copper versus control treatment, 2) tolerant genotype (CCC9) in copper
versus control treatment, 3) tolerant vs nontolerant genotypes in control treatment, 4)
and tolerant vs nontolerant genotypes in copper treatment.

2.2.4 GO enrichment analysis
Gene ontology enrichment analyses were completed using R package TopGO
(version 2.22.0, Alexa and Rahnenfuhrer 2010), per best practices provided by the user
manual. Significant GO terms with a p≤ 0.05 from a weighted Fisher Exact test, which
accounts for GO topology, are reported here. Analyses using genes that were outputted
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by DESeq2 were done using adjusted p-values < 0.1 provided by DESeq2. Up and downregulated genes were analyzed separately for each comparison.

2.2.5 Allele Specific Expression of F1s
Variants in the copper-grown F1s were called using GATK Haplotype caller
(v.3.4-46; McKenna et al. 2010) following best practices for the GATK RNAseq Variant
calling pipeline, and specific allele counts were determined using GATK
VariantstoTable and a custom R script that assigns parentage to each allele based on
parent genotypes rather than the reference genome. Only SNPs where the parents were
homozygous, had alternative alleles from each other, and had the same allele calls across
replicates were used. Data was then corrected using Castel et al. (2015) guidelines. The
probability of incorrectly calling monoallelic sites as heterozygotes was calculated for
each site, and those with a 5% or greater false discovery rate were removed. Remaining
sites were filtered to contain only exonic regions, using Bedtools instersectBed (v.2.26.0).
Tolerant allele counts and total read counts of SNPs within candidate genes were
summed, respectively. Then, summed counts were subjected to a binomial test to
determine divergence of the ratio between tolerant reads and total reads from the ratio
of tolerant to nontolerant average parental allele counts. A gene’s expression was
determined to be based in cis when the allelic ratio within an F1 was not significantly
different (p> 0.05) from the parental ratio; otherwise, they were determined to be based
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in trans, which can include both purely trans and a combination of cis and trans
regulation. This was done separately for each F1 replicate. Genome wide allele specific
expression data was compared to differential expression results and genes with
significant GO terms or candidate genes were identified. Only genes that have more
than 10 reads in at least two F1 replicates are reported, and only genes consistently cis or
trans among the three F1 replicates were used in final counts of cis and trans genes in the
reported GO groups. Inconsistent F1 replicates are designated as ambiguous.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Variance among genotypes and treatments
Sequencing reads for all twelve inbred line samples (3 biological reps each of
genotype in both treatments) were aligned to 28140 genes from the M. guttatus reference
genome (v.2.0) individually. 57-80% of reads mapped for each sample (the remaining
unmapped reads were too short to map by STAR). After filtering for read count number,
17680 genes were analyzed for differential expression between groups. PCA of gene
expression of all transcripts analyzed show that most of the variation is explained by
PC1 (67%, Figure 1A), which separates samples by genotypes. Much less variation can
be explained by PC2 (12%), which separates samples by treatment. Hierarchical
clustering shows a similar pattern, with like-genotypes clustering over treatment (Figure
1B). There is more variation within tolerant genotypes within treatments than the
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nontolerant genotypes, indicating treatment may have even less of an effect on the gene
expression in tolerant genotypes. There is also a difference between the responses of the
two genotypes to the treatments, showing that even though the concentration of copper

A.

B.

PC2: 12% variance

20
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Count

in the treatment solution was low, it is sufficient to detect copper induced genes.
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8
4
0
0 40 80
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-50
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0
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Cu : Tol_1
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Ctrl : Tol_1
Ctrl : Tol_2
Cu : Tol_3
Ctrl : Non_1
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Cu : Non_3
Ctrl : Non_2
Ctrl : Tol_3

Figure 1: Clustering of whole dataset of differentially expressed genes in all treatments.
A) Principal components analysis of genotype replicates in two treatments. Genotypes
cluster along PC1, which accounts for 67% of the variance. Tolerant genotypes cluster on
the left to the graph, while nontolerant genotypes cluster to the right. Treatment clusters
along PC2, which only accounts for 12% of the variance. B) Heat map of gene expression
profiles across all samples with hierarchical clustering shown above and to the left. Dark
blue signifies more similarity while white signifies less. Ctrl: 0.5x Hoagland treatment;
Cu: 0.5x Hoagland+0.125ppm CuSO4 treatment; Tol: tolerant genotype; Non:
nontolerant genotype.

2.3.2 How does copper toxicity manifest in nontolerant genotypes of
M. guttatus?
We first asked what effect excess copper has on nontolerant genotypes. We find
that there are 1392 significant differentially expressed genes between copper and control
treatments of the nontolerant genotype (adjusted p-value < 0.1). Of these, 827 have
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increased expression in the copper treatment, and 565 have decreased expression. GO
analyses produced eight enriched ontologies for the upregulated genes, and nine for the
downregulated (Appendix A, Tables 1 and 2). The most interesting of these 17 GO terms
are response to oxidative stress, which is overrepresented in the genes with increased
expression in copper (p-value=0.0463), and metal ion transport, which is
overrepresented in the genes with decreased expression in copper (p-value=0.00024).
Out of 74 genes annotated with response to oxidative stress, nine were significantly
upregulated. This group includes eight genes described as peroxidase superfamily
proteins and one glutathione peroxidase 6, all of which are significantly upregulated in
copper (log2 fold change 1.00-1.44, adjusted p-value<0.1).
The GO term metal ion transport contains 85 total annotated genes, ten of which
are significantly downregulated in copper and include: seven genes described as heavy
metal transport/detoxification superfamily proteins, a copper chaperone, a manganese
transporter, and a zinc transporter.
Some significantly enriched GO terms may be due to responses besides copper,
such as basic metabolism or pleiotropic genes effects of genes, which are not biologically
relevant. For example, one significantly upregulated GO term is recognition of pollen
(GO:0048544. p-value<0.00001), which seems unlikely to be important given that we
sampled only root tissue. To understand why this term was called, we looked at all the
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significant genes with this annotation, and found that they all correspond to S-locus
lectin protein kinase family protein, a gene that is also involved in stress responses
(Singh and Zimmerli 2013).

2.3.3 How do tolerant genotypes differ in their reaction to excess
copper?
After determining that nontolerant genotypes have an increase in stress
responses and a decrease in metal transport when exposed to excess copper, we asked
what effect excess copper has on tolerant genotypes. There are only 223 significantly
differentially expressed genes (adjusted p-value <0.1) when comparing tolerant
genotypes grown in copper and control treatment; 155 genes are upregulated and 68 are
downregulated in the copper treatment compared to the control. Only five GO terms
were significantly enriched (p<0.05) for upregulated genes (Appendix A, Table 3),
including transmembrane proteins. Genes within this group include MATE efflux family
proteins and Yellow Stripe like genes (Appendix A). Four gene ontologies were enriched
for down regulated genes (Appendix A, Table 4), but these genes all had less than ten
significant genes, and all appear to be related to general cell functions. Of note, neither
response to oxidative stress nor metal ion transport were significantly enriched in this
comparison.
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2.3.4 How do genotypes differ without excess copper?
Determining differences in general stress response or other traits between the
genotypes is necessary to distinguish copper induced responses. To test for these general
differences between genotypes, we compared tolerant and nontolerant lines grown in
the control treatment. We find 4858 differentially expressed genes between genotypes—
2565 that are greater in the tolerant genotype than the nontolerant, and 2293 that are
lower in the tolerant genotype. There are 19 enriched GO groups for genes with greater
expression in the tolerant genotype, and 10 for genes with lower expression (Appendix
A, Tables 5 and 6). While many of the groups appear to be involved in general plant
functions that differ between genotypes and are not obviously related to copper
tolerance, such as developmental processes and protein phosphorylation, other GO
groups are suggestive, such as metal ion transport and transmembrane transport.

2.3.5 Are expression differences between genotypes constitutive or
induced by copper?
In our final comparison between the tolerant and nontolerant genotypes within
the excess copper treatment, there are 5486 differentially expressed genes. 2788 have
greater expression in the tolerant genotype while 2698 have lower expression. There are
13 significantly enriched GO terms for genes with increased expression (Appendix A,
Table 7), including response to oxidative stress within which there are 21 genes with
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greater expression in the tolerant genotype and 12 genes with lower expression. Most of
the genes in this group are in the peroxidase superfamily.
There are 12 enriched GO terms for genes with lower expression in the tolerant
genotype (Appendix A, Table 8) including transmembrane transport which had a
similar pattern in the control treatment, and suggests that there may be constitutive
differences between the genotypes. Interestingly, many of the GO terms for genes with
increased expression in the nontolerant genotype when grown in excess copper
compared to the control have lower expression in the tolerant genotype compared to the
nontolerant in excess copper (Appendix A, Table 4).

2.3.6 Allele specific expression of differentially expressed transcripts
We performed allele specific expression analysis of F1 progeny of tolerant and
nontolerant genotypes to understand the nature of gene expression regulation in
potentially adaptive genes in M. guttatus. Here, we focus only on genes that are
differentially expressed between tolerant and nontolerant genotypes in the copper
treatment, and are associated with potential candidate genes (Table 1) and five main
gene categories (Table 2). Because of the increased quality control and filtering of SNPs
to reduce false-positive results that are common with allele specific expression, we
analyzed fewer genes than in the differential expression experiments (approximately
3414±30 transcripts across differentially expressed genes in three F1 replicates). We
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identified cis and trans genes by comparing ratios of parental counts within the F1s to
gene counts between the parent lines using a binomial test (p≤0.05 indicates cis, and
p>0.05, trans). We find that overall there are several more trans-regulated genes related
to responses to oxidative stress (12 trans, 3 cis) and transmembrane transport (32 trans,
20 cis). Copper ion binding and metal ion transport have slightly more trans genes than
cis (3 trans, 2 cis for both groups), and efflux genes are primarily cis (0 trans, 3 cis). Each
of these groups also contains many genes that vary in cis and trans by F1 replicate, and
are thus designated as ‘ambiguous’ in this study and are not counted in Amb gene
counts.
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Table 1: Relative expression (log2 Fold Change) of potential candidate genes in four pairwise comparisons and allele specific results
for genes with sufficient data.

Gene Name
igut.D02170
Migut.B000
88
Migut.G002
20
22

Migut.D022
93
Migut.J0188
2
Migut.F0090
2
Migut.A008
80

Description
ascorbate
peroxidase 1
ascorbate
peroxidase 3
copper/zinc
superoxide
dismutase 1
copper/zinc
superoxide
dismutase 2
copper/zinc
superoxide
dismutase 3
copper chaperone
copper chaperone
for SOD1

Associated
With:
oxidative stress
response
oxidative stress
response
oxidative stress
response

Non_Cu
V. Ctrl

-0.620

Tol_Cu
V. Ctrl

Ctrl_Tol
V Non

**

oxidative stress
response
oxidative stress
response

-0.991

**

metal ion
transport
metal ion
transport,
copper ion
binding

-1.075

*

Cu_Tol
V. Non
-1.238

**

Cis or
Trans
Trans

-0.490

**

Amb

-0.381

**

Cis

0.334

*

Cis

Amb

-1.791
-0.813

**
*
**
*

-0.916

**

-0.626

**
*

Cis

Gene Name
Migut.A007
77
Migut.A007
79
Migut.D005
85
Migut.A001
33
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Migut.A010
61
Migut.B010
60
Migut.B017
94
Migut.D012
76

Description
heavy metal
atpase 5
heavy metal
atpase 5
heavy metal
atpase 5
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation

Associated
With:
metal ion
transport
metal ion
transport
metal ion
transport
metal ion
transport
metal ion
transport

Non_Cu
V. Ctrl

3.190
1.078

Tol_Cu
V. Ctrl

**
*
*

Ctrl_Tol
V Non
-2.477
2.928
1.447
1.299

-1.083

**
*
**
*
**
*
*

Cu_Tol
V. Non
-2.101

**
*

Cis
Amb

*

Amb

metal ion
transport

0.767

**
*

metal ion
transport

0.909

**

metal ion
transport

Cis or
Trans
Trans

1.183

**

Amb

Trans

Gene Name
Migut.D022
63
Migut.F0028
4
Migut.F0061
6
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Migut.H002
61
Migut.I0010
4
Migut.I0055
3
Migut.J0107
5

Description
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation

Associated
With:
metal ion
transport

Non_Cu
V. Ctrl

Tol_Cu
V. Ctrl

Ctrl_Tol
V Non
2.122

Cu_Tol
V. Non
**
*

metal ion
transport

-1.071

metal ion
transport

-1.501

**

metal ion
transport

-1.289

*

metal ion
transport
metal ion
transport

-0.898

*

metal ion
transport

-1.260

**

Cis or
Trans
Trans

*

-1.529

**

Trans

-1.381

**

Trans

Trans

Gene Name
Migut.L017
04
Migut.M010
41
Migut.N000
64
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Migut.N009
81
Migut.N014
65
Migut.N025
70

Migut.F0017
1
Migut.F0100
4

Description
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Heavy metal
transport/detoxific
ation
Yellow stripe like
3
Yellow stripe like
3

Associated
With:
metal ion
transport

Non_Cu
V. Ctrl
-1.317

Tol_Cu
V. Ctrl

Ctrl_Tol
V Non

**

metal ion
transport

-1.964

**
*

metal ion
transport

-1.327

**

metal ion
transport
metal ion
transport

-1.583

**

-1.927

-0.916
-1.240

*

Cis or
Trans
**

1.430

**

**

metal ion
transport

transmembrane
transport
transmembrane
transport

Cu_Tol
V. Non
1.383

**

Amb

Cis

-1.317

**

-1.949

**
*
**
*

1.790

Trans

Gene Name
Migut.F0004
8
Migut.B012
95

26

Migut.N028
27
Migut.A008
44
Migut.B000
18
Migut.B001
87
Migut.C006
71
Migut.C006
72
Migut.C012
26
Migut.D006
00

Description
YELLOW STRIPE
like 6
Ferric reductase
defective 3,
Manganese
accumulator
ZF14

Associated
With:
transmembrane
transport
Efflux

Efflux

Non_Cu
V. Ctrl

2.316

Tol_Cu
V. Ctrl
0.533

**
*

1.397

Ctrl_Tol
V Non

Cu_Tol
V. Non
0.373

**

*

Efflux

1.659

**
*

Amb

-1.604

**
*
**

Trans

1.146

Efflux

-0.900

*

Efflux

0.751

**

Efflux

1.627

**

2.671

Efflux

1.919

3.493

Efflux

3.219

**
*
**
*

Efflux

**

Cis or
Trans
Trans

Cis

Trans

3.030
0.895

**
*
**
*
**
*
*

Cis

Trans
Trans
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Gene Name
Migut.E003
93
Migut.E003
94
Migut.F0031
2
Migut.H002
49
Migut.H019
49
Migut.J0005
3
Migut.J0158
4
Migut.J0158
8
Migut.K005
93
Migut.L004
88
Migut.L010
21

Description

Associated
With:
Efflux

Non_Cu
V. Ctrl

Tol_Cu
V. Ctrl

Ctrl_Tol
V Non
1.878

Cu_Tol
V. Non
2.696

Efflux

0.930

**
*
**

Efflux

-0.537

*

Efflux

-1.129

*

-1.182

**

Trans

Efflux

0.457

*

0.739

**
*
**

Cis

Efflux

-1.645

**

Efflux
1.480

**

Efflux

0.970

**

-1.355

**
*
**

Trans
Trans

1.438
1.618

Efflux

1.352

**
*
**
*

Cis or
Trans
Trans

1.688
-2.290

**
*
**
*
Amb

Efflux

-1.225

*

-1.375

**

Efflux

-2.199

**
*

-1.687

**
*
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Gene Name
Migut.M001
41
Migut.M001
43
Migut.M001
44
Migut.M007
93
Migut.N033
38
Migut.O007
68
Migut.O009
23
Migut.O001
44
Migut.G003
15
Migut.L001
02

Description

Associated
With:
Efflux

Non_Cu
V. Ctrl

Tol_Cu
V. Ctrl

Efflux
Efflux

1.132
1.202

**

Efflux
Efflux

Ctrl_Tol
V Non
1.119
*

*

2.229

**
*
**

1.860
0.821

**
*
*

Cis

Cis

Efflux

-2.086

copper ion
binding

-1.256

**
*
**

copper ion
binding
copper ion
binding

Trans

**

Efflux

Copper amine
oxidase family
protein
Copper amine
oxidase family
protein
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein

Cis or
Trans

**

-0.787

-1.209
-1.435

Cu_Tol
V. Non

-2.003

**
*

-0.728

*

-2.485

**
*
**
*

-1.773

1.080

*

-2.357

**
*

Trans
Amb

Cis

Gene Name
Migut.L009
84
Migut.F0117
7
Migut.E010
51
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Migut.E016
75
Migut.M008
07
Migut.J0125
9
Migut.H009
65
Migut.N012
45
Migut.F0146
9

Description
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
cytochrome c
oxidase 17
cytochrome
oxidase 2
laccase 11
laccase 11
laccase 5

Associated
With:
copper ion
binding

Non_Cu
V. Ctrl

Tol_Cu
V. Ctrl

Ctrl_Tol
V Non

Cu_Tol
V. Non
-1.046

copper ion
binding

-0.878

**

copper ion
binding

1.163

*

copper ion
binding

1.278

**

copper ion
binding
copper ion
binding
copper ion
binding
copper ion
binding
copper ion
binding

2.445
3.579
1.310

**
*
**
*
**

3.884
4.631

**
*
**
*

-1.402

**

Cis or
Trans
Amb

Amb

Trans

-0.482

*

-0.867

*

**

Trans
Amb
-1.187

**

Trans
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Associated
Non_Cu
Tol_Cu
Ctrl_Tol
Cu_Tol
Cis or
Gene Name Description
With:
V. Ctrl
V. Ctrl
V Non
V. Non
Trans
Migut.D006 Plant L-ascorbate
copper ion
0.977 **
0.781 *
Cis
87
oxidase
binding
Migut.N031 plastocyanin 1
copper ion
1.627 ** Amb
88
binding
Migut.N005 SKU5 similar 14
copper ion
-1.040 **
-1.006 **
26
binding
Migut.B000 SKU5 similar 5
copper ion
1.464 **
2.493 **
3.919 **
35
binding
*
*
Migut.O008 ferric reduction
copper ion
2.026 **
2.114 **
-1.759 **
-1.670 ** Trans
36
oxidase 5
binding,
oxidationreduction
* = adjusted p-value<= 0.1; **= adjusted p-value <= 0.05; *** = adjusted p-value <= 0.001. Amb=Ambiguous, Amb designations
vary across F1 replicates (n=3). See Appendix A for more details about Amb designations.

Table 2: Number of cis- and trans-regulated genes in the five most promising gene
categories.
Go Term
Transmembrane
Transport
Response to
oxidative stress
Metal ion Transport
Copper ion Binding

Total
Genes
62

N Trans
32

N Cis
20

Ambiguous
Genes
10

23

12

3

8

8
7

3
3

2
2

3
2

Efflux Proteins
7
0
3
4
Only genes in which all three F1 replicates had calls are counted. Ambiguous genes are
those in which F1 replicates have different expression patterns.

2.4 Discussion
The results of our pairwise comparisons of tolerant and nontolerant genotypes in
copper and control treatments shed light on how copper causes toxicity in nontolerant
genotypes, and what mechanisms of tolerance are used for copper-adapted M. guttatus.
We may distinguish between hypotheses about tolerance mechanisms—whether
tolerant genotypes exclude copper ions from the cell, sequester copper in organelles,
pump copper out of the cell, bind copper to proteins, or manage more reactive oxygen
species. We find that nontolerant genotypes have a greater induced oxidative stress
response than tolerant genotypes. Tolerant genotypes, however, constitutively express
more oxidative stress response genes, metal transport genes that may be involved in
either exclusion or sequestration mechanisms, have increased expression of efflux genes,
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and have limited expression differences in copper ion binding proteins. Consistent with
our hypothesis that genes involved in copper adaptation are cis-regulated, we find that
copper ion interacting genes, such as those related to transport and efflux, are under cisregulation while genes that are likely not adaptive, such as oxidative stress response
genes and copper binding genes, are under trans-regulation.

2.4.1 General oxidative stress responses are constitutively expressed
in tolerant genotypes while copper-induced responses are not
We find the GO term, response to oxidative stress (GO: 0006979,) is significantly
enriched and related genes are upregulated both copper-treated genotypes compared to
the control treatment (Figure 2A). Furthermore, the tolerant genotype appears to have
more constitutively expressed genes with higher expression than the nontolerant
genotype. Most genes associated with this term are peroxidases, suggesting that there is
a general response against reactive oxygen species created by the excess copper (Mittler
2002). However, genes related to copper-induced oxidative stress, such as superoxide
dismutase (SOD) and ascorbate peroxidase (APX; Bowler et al. 1992; Ratkevicius et al.
2003, Gonnelli et al. 2001), are downregulated in both genotypes, unlike other heavy
metal tolerant species. For example, metal tolerant Silene and algae species exhibit an
increased expression of APX, while in in tall fescue grasses, mutants with an
overexpression of SOD and APX exhibit higher tolerance of abiotic stressors (Lee et al.
2007). The nontolerant genotype has decreased activity of superoxide dismutase (SOD)
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and ascorbate peroxidase (APX) genes in copper treatments (Appendix A, Figure 1).
Likewise, the tolerant genotypes of M. guttatus have decreased expression of these
oxidative stress response genes, except for one copy of CuZn SOD found in the
chloroplast (Appendix A, Figure 1; Zelko et al. 2002). CuZn SOD genes are activated by
CCS, a copper chaperone for SOD, which also has significantly lower expression in the
tolerant genotype compared to the nontolerant genotype in excess copper.
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Figure 2: Number of differentially expressed genes that associate with potentially
copper tolerance related GO terms. A) response to oxidative stress. B) metal ion
transport. C) MATE efflux proteins. D) copper ion binding. All comparisons are made
with the first group vs. the second. Black bars represent genes with lower expression in
the first group, and grey bars represent genes with higher expression in the first group.
The low expression of SOD, APX, CCS, as well as the inactivation of other
oxidative stress response genes in the tolerant genotype, suggest that these lines do not
undergo as much copper-induced oxidative stress as the nontolerant genotype. Rather,
tolerant genotypes have constitutively expressed general stress responses to manage
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increased oxidative stress. Based on this study, we cannot determine whether this
response provides protection against excess copper or a different environmental stressor
these genotypes may encounter.

2.4.2 Constitutively expressed metal transport genes in tolerant
genotypes may be related to copper exclusion or sequestration
In addition to possible increased general oxidative stress responses, tolerant
genotypes may also have mechanisms to manage the excess copper ions directly, to
reduce further oxidative stress and interference of copper in other reactions. Exclusion,
efflux, sequestration, or chelation of copper are all possible mechanisms of removing
copper ions from the cytoplasm. Decreased expression of cell membrane metal
transporters in tolerant genotypes would indicate exclusion of copper ions from the cell.
Alternatively, increased expression of transport and efflux proteins would indicate that
copper is being pumped out of the cell, while increased expression of intracellular
copper transporters would indicate sequestration of copper ions into vacuoles or
organelles. Finally, higher expression of copper binding genes would suggest copper
chelation as a tolerance mechanism. To determine between the first three possible
mechanisms for M. guttatus, we looked at the relative expression differences of metal
transport genes to see how they differed in tolerant lines compared to nontolerant lines.
We find several copper-associated or potentially associated genes involved with
metal transport (GO:0030001) in all but one comparison (Cu-treated versus untreated in
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the tolerant genotype, Figures 2B, Appendix A, Figure 1). Interestingly, among the
known copper transporters and chaperones, expression levels are constitutive for
tolerant genotypes across treatments, but not for nontolerant genotypes. Expression
differences between the genotypes are also greater in the control treatment than the
copper treatment, suggesting that the nontolerant genotype may downregulate
expression of these genes in excess copper, though their expression is still higher than in
tolerant genotypes.
When we compare fold change across specific genes, we find that there are three
copies of heavy metal ATPase 5 (HMA5) that are differentially expressed. Two copies
(Migut.A00779, Migut.D00585) have higher expression in tolerant genotypes than
nontolerant genotypes in the control treatment, but expression of these genes are
induced by copper in the nontolerant genotypes. The third copy (Migut.A00777) has
lower expression in the tolerant genotype in both treatments. While we do not know
where HMA5 is expressed in M. guttatus, AtHMA5 is expressed in cell and organellar
membranes in A. thaliana and restricts copper translocation from root to shoot (Printz et
al. 2016). In the rice orthologues, osHMA4 and osHMA5, these genes aid in excess copper
transport into vacuoles and out of the cell, respectively (Deng et al. 2013; Huang et al.
2016). It is possible for HMA5 genes in M. guttatus to have different functions. If
expressed in the plasma membrane, downregulation could restrict translocation, while
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upregulation could increase efflux out of the cell. If expressed in organellar membranes,
upregulation could sequester copper ions into vacuoles.
We also looked for copper related genes grouped as transmembrane transport
(GO: 0055085), in the case that they are not classified with heavy metal transport. We
identified two genes with known associations to heavy metal tolerance in this category:
yellow-stripe like 3 (YSL3) and yellow stripe like 6 (YSL6, Appendix A, Figure 3). These
proteins are involved in heavy metal translocation, most notably from the root to shoots
and seeds, but are strongly expressed throughout the plant in A. thaliana and rice. (Chen
et al. 2014; Sasaki et al., 2011). Experimental evidence in A. thaliana shows that knockout
mutants of YSL3 and YSL6, respectively, experience greater tolerance to excess copper,
and manganese and nickel. YSL3 is expressed in the plasma membrane and YSL6 is
expressed in vacuolar and internal membranes. Downregulation of YSL3 likely limits
copper ions from entering the cell, and downregulation of YSL6 prevents excess metal
ions from entering intracellular compartments, where they can interfere with essential
cell processes. These observations suggest that for A. thaliana, exclusion is a mechanism
of tolerance (Chen et al. 2011). On the other hand, in rice, Sasaki et al. (2011) showed that
knockouts of OsYSL6 are more sensitive to excess Mn and high levels of Mn in the
apoplast are toxic. They hypothesize that OsYSL6 is expressed in the plasma membrane
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to move Mn from the apoplast to the symplast, or in vacuolar membranes to sequester
Mn.
In M. guttatus, the tolerant genotype compared to the nontolerant genotype in
copper has higher expression of YSL6 and a net downregulation of YSL3 (Appendix A,
Figure 3), M. guttatus may use the YSL genes in a combination of mechanisms:
upregulation of YSL6 in intracellular membranes sequesters copper into vacuoles, while
downregulation of YSL3 in tolerant genotypes excludes copper ions from entering the
cell. Downregulation of YSL3 may also reduce translocation of excess copper to the
shoots, thereby protecting them. YSL proteins need to be localized to determine where
they are being expressed—in the plasma or intracellular membranes—to test these
mechanisms. ICP-MS elemental analysis can also clarify whether copper ion
concentrations differ between roots and shoots.

2.4.3 Copper efflux genes have greater expression in copper-grown
tolerant genotypes than in control treatments and nontolerant
genotypes
A large protein family that is also represented in the significant GO categories is
the multidrug and toxin efflux (MATE) protein family. This class of proteins is known to
be involved in heavy metal tolerance and homeostasis in A. thaliana (Singh et al. 2015),
the hyperaccumulator Thlaspi caerulescens (Rigola et al. 2006), and sorghum (Magalhaes et
al. 2007). In M.guttatus, we find that MATE efflux proteins are classified as
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transmembrane transport (GO:0055085) and drug transmembrane transport
(GO:0006855). We find that these genes have primarily higher expression in the tolerant
genotype, and that there are little expression differences within the nontolerant
genotype when exposed to excess copper (Figure 2C). Therefore, these genes are
constitutively expressed in tolerant genotypes, and may signify that efflux of copper is
involved in the M. guttatus tolerance mechanisms.

2.4.4 Few copper ion binding genes are differentially expressed
We focused primarily on biological processes for our GO enrichment analyses,
but to determine whether there is an increase in copper binding proteins that chelate
excess copper, we looked at significant differentially expressed genes that are associated
with copper ion binding (GO: 0005507), a molecular function (Appendix A, Table 9). If
binding or chelation is a mechanism of tolerance, we expect to find many copperbinding genes that have high expression in the tolerant genotype. However, we only
find 18 significant genes among all four pairwise comparisons in this group. Only four
genes are upregulated in tolerant genotypes in excess copper (Figure 6), but none of
them are currently implicated in other species as conferring copper tolerance. We are
also unable to determine whether these genes may have higher expression because of
their primary activity in oxidation reduction reactions or because they are chelating
excess copper. Because so few genes are in this category and even fewer are upregulated
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in only tolerant genotypes, it is unlikely that M. guttatus is chelating copper as a
tolerance mechanism.

2.4.5 Candidate genes for Tol1 may be found in unassembled
differentially expressed genes
Previous research on the genetic basis of copper tolerance in M. guttatus
identified Tol1 as a major effect locus. This locus maps to an unassembled region of the
current reference genome (v.2.0), and so we do not expect to find candidate genes in any
of the 14 assembled linkage groups. Differentially expressed genes that do not map to
the assembled genome may identify potential candidates. Based on our results from the
gene expression data, we looked for genes that are related to copper transport or
binding. The full list of unassembled differentially expressed genes are in Appendix A,
Table 10. In this group, we find two MATE efflux genes, a copper amine oxidase, and
ferric reduction oxidase 5. The MATE efflux genes and the copper amine oxidase, which
is a copper-binding gene involved in oxidation-reduction processes, have constitutively
lower expression in the tolerant genotypes, and are addressed above. Ferric reduction
oxidase 5 (FRO5; Tables 1 and Appendix A, Table 10) is required for copper dependent
iron homeostasis. In A. thaliana, this protein reduces copper to Cu+ at root tips, allowing
entry into the root cells (Bernal et al. 2012, Printz et al. 2016). FRO5 is induced in M.
guttatus by excess copper (both tolerant and nontolerant genotypes upregulate this gene
by about 2 log2fold), but has constitutively lower expression in the tolerant genotype
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than the nontolerant (in copper: log2fold change=-1.670, adjusted p-value=0.0086; in
control: log2fold change=-1.759, adjusted p-value=0.0062). This may indicate that copper
is not being reduced as much in the tolerant genotype, and is being excluded from the
cells. Because the causal gene(s) in TOL1 have a large effect on tolerance, this may
suggest that FRO5—if in the TOL1 region—and exclusion are primary mechanisms for
copper tolerance.

2.4.6 Cis and trans- regulation of potential copper tolerance candidate
genes
Recent studies suggest that cis-regulatory mutations are preferentially fixed for
genes under selection while mutations in trans-regulatory factors are either removed via
purifying selection or are neutral (Wittkopp et al. 2004; Wittkopp et al. 2005; Metzger et
al. 2006; Talke et al. 2006; Willems et al. 2007; Hanikenne et al. 2008; Wittkopp et al. 2008;
Schaefke et al. 2013; Coolon et al. 2014). Mutations to trans-factors can have many
negative pleiotropic effects because they often have multiple targets and are involved in
environmental sensing (Tirosh et al. 2009). Cis-factors only affect one gene’s expression,
and thus have much fewer pleiotropic effects. In our study, we examined copper
tolerance, which is under selection in mine-adapted populations of M. guttatus, while it
is neutral or nearly neutral off-mine (Wright 2010). As expected, overall oxidative stress
response genes, which do not play a strong role in tolerance in this species, are under
trans-regulation (Table 2), likely because these genes are part of a systemic response
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controlled by upstream regulators. We also find that copper binding is not likely a
mechanism of tolerance in M. guttatus, and all the candidate genes with allele specific
expression data in this group are trans-regulated rather than cis. Genes that may be
under selection, such as metal transport and efflux genes, are primarily cis-regulated
(Figure 3, Tables 2 and Appendix A, Table 11). FRO5, a differentially expressed gene that
is in the unassembled region of the genome, is trans-regulated, which may suggest it is
not under selection; alternatively, this gene and other copper related trans-regulated
genes may be controlled by a transcription factor that is in the Tol1 region. Consistent
with the literature, some genes that may be linked to copper tolerance are under cis-
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Figure 3: F1 allelic counts for select candidate genes across F1 replicates and parent
genotypes. To account for varying read counts, normalized counts are shown. Black bars
represent alleles from the nontolerant parent, while grey bars represent alleles from the
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tolerant parent. A) YSL6, cis regulated. B) MATE efflux family protein, cis regulated. C)
FRO5, trans regulated.

2.4.7 Conclusion: Copper tolerance may require multiple mechanisms
in M. guttatus
Copper is an essential micronutrient involved in photosynthesis and cellular
respiration, oxidizing iron, and as ligands for many proteins. Not surprisingly,
differentially expressed genes are associated with biological processes that span many
cellular functions. Additionally, copper tolerance is a complex trait that involves many
different pathways and mechanisms. Not only must plants deal with excess copper ions
by limiting copper transport into the cell or shuttling copper ions out, they must also
regulate the oxidative stress responses to survive. In M. guttatus, mine populations can
confer tolerance by controlling copper ion transport, either by sequestration, exclusion,
efflux, or a combination of the three mechanisms. By managing and reducing the
amount of reactive copper in the cells, these populations may avoid copper-induced
oxidative stress, as seen by the lack of copper-induced upregulated oxidative stress
response genes in tolerant genotypes.
Other differentially expressed genes may be related to copper tolerance, but
teasing them out from the biological noise of unrelated genotypic differences, general
stress responses, and downstream effects of copper toxicity are difficult, even with our
attempts to minimize these sources of variation in our experimental design. Because we
used a low concentration for our copper treatment to reduce the effects of stress
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responses and to ensure that nontolerant genotypes would produce enough tissue for
collection, it is also possible that we detected mostly constitutively expressed genes,
rather than those that may require a higher concentration of copper to be induced.
Finally, it is possible that the candidate genes we identified are downstream of the
causal mutation, which could be in a transcription factor or signaling gene. This
upstream gene may reside in Tol1, rather than the candidate genes we identified that
interact directly with copper ions.
This study highlights the many ways that plants tolerate excess copper. Different
pathways likely work together to confer this ecologically important adaptation. Future
functional studies to localize candidate gene products and confirm their role in copper
tolerance will enable the identification of the most important mechanism or gene for
tolerance in M. guttatus, and which, if any, are sufficient to confer tolerance on their
own.
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3. Mapping differential survival on mine soil to
understand evolutionary, genetic, and functional
mechanisms of copper tolerance in Mimulus guttatus
3.1 Introduction
Evolving adaptations to external stressors allows an organism to colonize new
habitats or adapt to changing ones. Adaptations can happen slowly or rapidly,
depending on population size and generation time of the species, the strength of
selection pressures imposed, and the background in which mutations arise. How rapid
adaptations evolve and what the genetic architecture of these adaptations are have been
of great interest to evolutionary biologists. One system that has been used to study rapid
adaptations for over 100 years is heavy metal tolerance in plants (Gregory and Bradshaw
1965; Walley, Khan, and Bradshaw 1974; Antonovics, Bradshaw, and Turner 1971; Baker
1987). Plant species that grow on mine tailings are an excellent system to use because we
know mine tailings arose very recently in the past few centuries. This means that species
that live on them must have adapted very quickly. Mine tailings contain very high levels
of heavy metals that impose strong selection on plants, so we should see strong effects of
causal mutations. In addition, mine tailings occur adjacent to normal soils, so studies of
local adaptation to solely edaphic differences are possible.
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3.1.1 Copper tolerance in Mimulus guttatus is used to study the
genetic basis of rapid local adaptation
One heavy metal tolerance system that has been studied since the mid-1900’s in
particular is copper tolerance in the North American native wildflower, Mimulus
guttatus. Allen and Sheppard (1971) first described four populations found on mine
tailings in California and compared them to off-mine populations. By growing cuttings
in different concentrations of copper solutions, they found that nontolerant plants have
restricted root growth, while tolerant plants have normal growth. This root growth was
used as a proxy for copper tolerance, and mine populations were fixed for this trait.
They also found mine populations were locally adapted to copper-rich soils, as they had
much higher germination rates when grown on soil from a single copper mine in North
Wales, UK. Following Allen and Shepard, Macnair et al. (1977, 1981, 1983, 1993, 1998)
conducted crossing and heritability experiments to determine the genetic architecture of
copper tolerance, primarily in one focal mine population from Copperopolis, CA. Mines
in Copperopolis were operational from 1861-1946, so populations on mine tailings arose
very recently. Macnair et al. found that copper tolerance, determined by root growth in
copper solutions, acts as a simple trait, with a single dominant locus. We now refer to
this locus as Tol1. There were also indications of additional smaller effect genes that
contribute to the degree of tolerance, though the number, effect on fitness, and identity
of these genes are still unknown. Following Macnair et al.’s work, Wright et al. (2013)
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attempted to uncover the gene(s) underlying the major effect locus and fine-mapped
Tol1 to a small, highly repetitive, peri-centromeric region on Scaffold 9. Due to its
repetitive nature, this region has known gaps in the current assembly of the M. guttatus
reference genome. Therefore, Wright et al. were unable to identify the gene(s)
underlying Tol1.
Most recently, in collaboration with Wright et al. (2015; Wright et al. in prep), we
attempted to find candidate genes for Tol1. Using RNA-seq experiments to find
differentially expressed genes between a tolerant and nontolerant near isogenic line
(NIL) of Tol1 grown in copper solutions, we identified several candidates. The most
promising of these genes is a multi-copper oxidase (MCO), homologous to LPR1 in A.
thaliana. LPR1 uses four copper ligands to oxidize iron and promote callose deposition
in root tips (Müller et al. 2015). MCO has 8 to 12-fold higher expression in the tolerant
NIL compared to the nontolerant NIL. Furthermore, this gene has a triplication in
tolerant lines as determined by resequencing experiments. Copy number and gene
expression increases have been implicated in heavy metal tolerance in other species as
well (van Hoof et al. 2000; Talke et al. 2006; Willems et al. 2007; Hanikenne et al. 2008;
Oomen et al. 2009).
Using a population genomics approach with two pairs of mine/off-mine
populations, we also looked for signatures of selection in the Tol1/MCO region and
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throughout the genome. We found a common pattern of soft sweeps in several loci
across the genome, including MCO, where Gst between mine and off-mine populations
is high and Gst between mine populations and nucleotide diversity within mines is very
low. These regions represent core haplotypes that are only shared among the mine
populations, and each contain a small number of genes. A promising candidate
identified through this approach is copper ion ATPase transporter (Migut.D00585, COP)
on Scaffold 4. This gene is in the Heavy Metal Transporter family (HMA) and is
homologous to HMA5, a copper transporter found in A. thaliana.
To date, all previous work used to identify loci and candidate genes have used
indirect proxies such as root growth traits in copper solutions to measure copper
tolerance. Most work has also focused on Tol1. No one has ever mapped survival on
mine soil, a much more direct and biologically relevant measurement of copper
tolerance, so we still do not know whether adaptations to the edaphic mine environment
is a simple or complex trait, what effects loci involved with survival have on fitness, and
whether genes interact to confer survival. We have promising candidate genes, MCO
and COP, but we do not know if either are correlated with survival on coppercontaminated soils. They have so far only been found to have expression differences in
solutions and allele frequency differences between populations, which may be caused by
drift or other selective pressures other than excess copper.
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In this chapter, we look for loci that directly contribute to survival in coppercontaminated soil. We revisit the focal population, Copperopolis, CA, to map
differential survival using an F2 population made from a Copperopolis-derived and
nearby off-mine inbred line. We first characterize the parental lines to determine
whether their gene expression and copy number differences are like the NILs previously
used. We then map differential survival of F2s to answer the questions: Does survival in
copper soil require one or many loci, and how much do these loci contribute to fitness
on copper soil? We will look for regions where genotypic frequencies deviate from
Mendelian ratios of 1:2:1 in survivors of a group of F2s grown on copper soil. We expect
regions that are correlated with survival to have an excess of mine homozygotes (TT)
and heterozygotes (NT), and a deficiency of off-mine homozygotes (NN). Deviations
from Mendelian ratios can be due to more than just selection by excess copper, such as
meiotic drive, hybrid incompatibility, inbreeding depression, and Bateson Dobzhansky
Muller interactions (Hall and Willis 2005; Fishman et al. 2001; Fishman and Willis 2005;
2006; Leppälä et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2013). Therefore, we will also compare our
survivors to a control group grown on normal potting soil. We expect to detect loci with
large effects on survival, as the selection pressure is high on mine soil and adaptation
occurred rapidly—large effect loci are more likely to be at intermediate frequencies in
the population and to be sampled. Based on our findings, we then ask: Do any of the
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candidate genes previously identified co-localize with significant survival loci and how
do loci interact—are they epistatic or additive? We compare our mapping results with
candidate genes previously identified, use genotype frequencies to determine whether
they are additive or epistatic, and finally hypothesize and begin to test functional
mechanisms of copper tolerance considering the candidate genes’ functions and
interactions.

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Populations, lines, and soil
This study focuses primarily on one mine population (CCC) from Copperopolis,
Calaveras Co., CA, and one off-mine population (MED) from Tuolumne Co., CA. From
these two populations of wild collected plants, two inbred lines were developed—CCC9,
inbred five generations, and MED84, inbred seven generations. F1s were generated by
crossing these lines, and F2 mapping populations were generated by self-fertilizing the
F1s. Soil assays used native soil collected from the Copperopolis mine tailings along the
side off Reed’s Turnpike. This soil contains high levels of copper at 225 ppm Cu (A and
L Western Agricultural Laboratories). In addition to these lines, we also used two mine
and two nearby off-mine natural populations previously studied in Wright et al. (2015)
to determine copy number variations. One mine population is CCC and the other is
from McNulty mines (MCN), in Calaveras Co., CA. The off-mine populations, OBR and
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SCH, are approximately 0.7 and 4.2 miles from their paired mine populations, CCC and
MCN, respectively.

3.2.2 Characterization of parental inbred lines
3.2.2.1 qPCR for copy number variation of MCO
We first set out to characterize the mine and off-mine inbred lines that were used
for this study to find out whether they had similar copy number variations of the Tol1
candidate gene, multi-copper oxidase (MCO), as in tolerant and nontolerant NIL lines
(25e11) previously identified (Wright et al. 2015). We performed qPCR on genomic DNA
of the inbred parents, CCC9 and MED84. Primers were designed using Primer 3 Plus
(Untergasser et al. 2007) and validated with standard PCR, gel electrophoresis, and
shotgun sequencing of the products to ensure the desired segment was amplified.
Reactions were prepared using Thermo Fisher Scientific Fast SYBR green master mix
(#4385612) and run on a Roche LightCycler 96 per master mix instructions. We used a
delta delta CT method to calculate relative quantification of MCO, using RAD51, a
known DNA repair gene that has one copy in Mimulus, to normalize values within
samples. Results are relativized to the off-mine inbred line. Primers used in each
experiment are listed in Appendix B, Table 1.
In a separate experiment, we also looked for copy number variation in the two
pairs of mine/off-mine natural populations: CCC (n=7), MCN (n=4), SCH (n=16), and
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OBR (n=13). In addition to these wild collected seeds, we also re-quantified the tolerant
and nontolerant NILs of which the copy number is known (three and one copies,
respectively; Wright et al. 2015). In this experiment, we relativized samples to the
triplicated, tolerant NIL.
3.2.2.2 RT-qPCR for relative gene expression of MCO and COP
To determine whether the parental inbred lines, CCC9 and MED9, differ in gene
expression of two previously identified candidate genes, multi-copper oxidase (MCO)
and copper ion ATPase transporter (COP), we conducted an RT-qPCR experiment to
compare genotypes and tissue types. We grew up CCC9, MED84, and their F1s in
copper (0.125 ppm CuSO4) and control solutions as described in the previous chapter.
Once RNA was extracted, cDNA libraries were made using Promega GoScript Reverse
Transcription System (#M8298) with Oligo DT primers. Primers were designed,
validated, and reactions were prepared as above and run on an Eppendorf Mastercycler
EP RealPlex per master mix instructions. UBQ was used as the reference gene, and
standard curves of all genes were performed to ensure equal PCR efficiency. The
primers used are listed in Appendix B, Table 1. The qPCR experiment was repeated
three times; each experiment had three biological replicates and three technical
replicates per genotype and treatment.
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Relative expression was analyzed using a delta delta Ct method (Livak et al.
2001), and significance was determined using a mixed model in R (version 3.2.1), with
experiment and replicate as random effects, and genotype, treatment, and tissue as fixed
effects. Divergence from population means was calculated using a least squares means
framework for post-hoc pairwise comparisons using the lsmeans function in lsmeans
package (version 2.23). For MCO only, delta delta Ct values were natural log
transformed prior to analyses so comparisons of very low and high values could be
made with minimal error. Gene expression of MCO in these lines were compared to
those determined previously with tolerant and nontolerant NILs (Wright et al. 2015).

3.2.3 Identifying loci that correlate with survival on mine soil
3.2.3.1 Differential survival on copper-contaminated soil
In order to find loci that contribute to survival in copper-contaminated soil, we
conducted a survival assay using native soil from Copperopolis mine tailings. F2 seeds
(CCC9 x MED84) were planted on native soil in 288-cell pack sheets with rock wool to
retain moisture. Seeds were stratified for one week, and grown in the Duke University
growth chamber (20C, 12 hour light) and the Duke University greenhouse. Plants were
bottom watered with ultra-pure deionized water as needed. Germination, death, and
survival were censused once a week. Budding plants were transplanted to Fafard 4P
potting soil and moved to the Duke University greenhouse to increase biomass. After
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approximately three months (January to April 2015), all remaining surviving plants
were transplanted. Concurrently, a control of random F2 seeds were planted and grown
on Fafard 4P soil in the greenhouse. The germination rate was calculated based on the
control plants, and corrected for in the copper treatments.
3.2.3.2 Genotyping by sequencing to identify loci correlated with survival
To identify loci correlated with survival in copper-contaminated soils, we took a
genotyping by sequencing approach of survivors and control F2s. Bud and leaf tissue
was collected from all available growth chamber survivors and control F2s. DNA was
extracted using a modified CTAB protocol (Kelly and Willis 1998). Individuals were
barcoded separately for reduced representation sequencing using a modified
genotyping by sequencing protocol as used by Ferris et al. (2016). 81 surviving F2s from
copper soil and 48 control F2s were pooled for equal representation along with parents,
CCC9 and MED84, by the Duke Sequencing Facility. They were sequenced in one lane of
Illumina HiSeq 4000, 50bp single-end reads.
Data was processed using the TASSEL (v.5.2.36, Bradbury et al. 2007) pipeline for
trimming reads, aligning to the reference genome (v.2.0, Hellsten et al. 2013), and
generating a VCF table. Genotypes were imputed using FSFHap in TASSEL, with
default settings, except that heterozygotes calls were not used. SNPs were converted
into ABH format through TASSEL and then inputted into R/qtl (v.1.41-6, Broman et al.
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2003). Segregation distortion of survivor and control groups against Mendelian
expectations of 1:2:1 (tolerant homozygotes: heterozygotes: non-tolerant homozygotes)
were analyzed by χ2 tests. A fisher exact test was performed in R (v.3.3.1) to detect
significant differences in genotype frequencies between the two groups. PCR markers
were used to confirm allele frequencies of correlated QTL: Scaffold 4 (MgSTS 695),
Scaffold 9 (MgSTS 745 and 114). MgSTS sequences can be found on
mimulusevolution.org and in Appendix B, Table 1. All PCR products for marker
analyses in this chapter were submitted to Eton Biosciences for fragment analysis, and
GeneMarker software (v.2.6.4) was used to call genotypes.
To calculate relative fitness, we used genotype frequencies from the genotyping
by sequencing experiment. We first confirmed that the control group, where no selection
was acting, was at Mendelian ratios at regions of greatest divergence. Then, since we do
not have counts of starting genotypes in the surviving group, we assumed a 1:2:1
genotypic ratio for individuals pre-selection, and identified the genotype with the
highest relative fitness (1), by dividing final genotype frequency from the estimated
starting frequency, and relativizing to the largest value. For example, for Scaffold 9, the
final genotype frequencies for survivors are: TT- 0.342, NT- 0.646, NN- 0.013. Assuming
the population was at Mendelian ratios prior to selection, we then divide each genotype
by 0.25, 0.5, and 0.25, respectively, to yield: TT- 1.368, NT- 1.292, NN- .052. Finally, we
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divide each value by the largest number, 1.368, to calculate relative fitness: TT- 1, NT0.944, NN- .038.
Two–locus frequencies were calculated using the PCR marker genotypes, and
recombination rates between loci known to be on the same linkage group were
determined from these values. Linkage between markers was calculated using only the
control group of F2s.
3.2.3.3 PCR-based marker analysis of candidate genes
To determine whether candidate genes, MCO and COP, co-localize with
significant loci for survival on mine soil, we used PCR-based markers developed for
each region to determine allele frequencies for MCO and COP in the mapping
populations. For MCO, we used the tightly linked ATG5 marker (0.74cM, Wright et al.
2013). Primer sequences are in Appendix B, Table 1. Both survivors and the random F2s
were genotyped to compare allele frequencies. Two–locus frequencies with the MgSTS
markers were calculated, and recombination rates between loci known to be on the same
linkage group were determined from these values.

3.2.4 Assays to investigate the functional mechanisms of copper
tolerance
3.2.4.1 Tissue staining and microscopy of roots
We sought to distinguish between possible functional mechanisms of MCO’s role
in copper tolerance using stains that detect callose, iron, and lignin deposition. Roots
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from NILs (25e11 lines), CCC9 inbred lines, and MED84 inbred lines grown in
hydroponic solutions were visualized. Iron deposition was visualized in 25e11 roots
using Perls staining, following Brumbarova and Ivanov’s (2014) protocol. Callose
deposition was visualized in 25e11 roots using aniline blue staining (Muller et al. 2015)
following a modified protocol from Vaten et al. (2011). Both of these experiments were
imaged with an Axio Imager with Brightfield (Perls) and DAPI (aniline blue) filters.
Lignin was visualized in CCC9 and MED84 inbred lines using autofluorescence of the
proteins. Roots were cleared using the protocol in Malamy and Benfey (1997) and
imaged using a Leica SP8 upright confocal microscope, with an excitation/emission
wavelength of 488/500-600.
3.2.4.2 Protein localization and transgenic construction of MCO
To better understand the role of MCO proteins and distinguish between our
hypotheses about functional mechanisms, we performed a transient assay to localize
MCO proteins in collaboration with Baoqing Ding and Yaowu Yuan from the University
of Connecticut. Briefly, MCO was isolated and amplified from cDNA (described above).
Several primers were required to amplify the whole cDNA sequence and are listed in
Appendix B, Table 1. Sequences were confirmed using Sanger sequencing, and the gene
sequence was inserted into a pEarleyGate 101 vector with an EYFP tag (Ding and Yuan
2015; Earley et al. 2006). This plasmid was amplified in E.coli and transformed into
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agrobacteria. The agrobacteria were transfected into leaves of M. lewisii, and visualized
using a confocal microscope. Overexpression transgenic lines are being constructed at
the University of Connecticut following the protocol described in Yuan, et al. (2013) to
test whether overexpression of MCO in nontolerant Mimulus verbenaceus increases
survival in high copper concentrations.
3.2.4.3 Gene tree and protein modeling of COP
Since we are not yet able to localize COP (constructs and transgenics in
progress), we used protein modelling and gene tree reconstruction to make predictions
about its function and localization. First, tolerant and nontolerant protein sequences
were compared and modeled using I-TASSER (Zhang 2008, Roy et al. 2010, Yang et al.
2015) to ensure that the alleles had no missense or nonsense mutations. Tolerant and
nontolerant translated protein sequences of M. guttatus were then aligned to heavy
metal transporter (HMA) sequences in Arabidopsis thaliana (Andres-Colas et al. 2006), rice
(Deng et al. 2013, Huang et al. 2016), silene vulgaris (Iqbal, thesis), and cucumber
(Migocka et al. 2015), found in the NCBI Genbank database and cited literature. We
aligned the sequences using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004), and generated gene trees using
Paup v.4.0a152 (Swofford 2003). Protein sequence analysis and classification was
conducted using InterPro and PSIPRED MEMSAT (Finn et al. 2017, Buchan et al. 2013,
Nugent. & Jones 2009, Jones 2007) to identify conserved domains.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Characterization of parental inbred lines
To determine if the inbred lines studied in this chapter, CCC9 and MED84, had
similar genetic patterns of MCO and COP as previously identified for NILs (Wright et al.
2015), we performed qPCR of genomic DNA to find copy number variations (CNVs) in
MCO and RT-qPCR to find relative expression of MCO and COP.
3.3.1.1 Mine individuals have more copies of MCO than off-mine individuals
We asked whether CCC9 and MED84 have similar copy number variations as
previously described NILs (Wright et al. 2015). CCC9, the tolerant parent, has an average
of 2.47±0.12 more copies than MED84 (Figure 4A). To determine if this pattern is also
found in wild populations, we performed qPCR on plants from two mine populations,
CCC and MCN, and two off-mine populations, OBR and SCH (Figure 4B, Appendix B,
Table 2; Wright et al. 2015). We find that compared to the known tolerant NIL (3 copies
of MCO), the mine populations have copy numbers of 2.9±0.29 (CCC, n=7) and 2.3±0.55
(MCN, n=4). The off-mine populations have copy numbers of 0.66±0.81 (OBR, n=13) and
0.46±0.47 (SCH, n=16). Overall, the mine populations have multiple copies of the MCO
gene while off-mine populations have zero to one. We then asked if this CNV also led to
an increase in gene expression.
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Figure 4: Relative copy number of multi-copper oxidase (MCO) in tolerant and
nontolerant plants. A) Relative copy number of MCO in parent inbred lines, MED84 and
CCC9. Copy numbers are normalized to MED84. CCC9 has 2.47±0.12 more copies than
MED84. B) Relative copy number of MCO in known NILs (25e11), samples from two
mine populations (CCC and MCN, n=7 and 4, respectively), and two off-mine
populations (OBR and SCH, n=13 and 16, respectively). All values normalized to the
tolerant NIL, which has three copies of MCO, as determined by PacBio sequencing. The
mine populations have copy numbers of 2.9±0.29 (CCC) and 2.3±0.55 (MCN). The offmine populations have copy numbers of 0.66±0.81 (OBR) and 0.46±0.47 (SCH). The map
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shows where each wild population originates in Calaveras Co., CA, with dot colors
corresponding to populations in the bar graph.
3.3.1.2 CCC9 has higher gene expression of MCO and COP than MED84
We asked if there were gene expression differences between CCC9 and MED84
for MCO and an additional candidate gene, COP, so we compared root and shoot tissue
in a control and copper treatment. The fixed effect of the MED genotype reduces MCO
expression by -2.18 ln(delta delta Ct) compared to the CCC genotype (standard
error=0.5036846, p-value= 0.0000). For MCO, this equates to an approximately 8-fold
increase in expression in tolerant roots than nontolerant roots, and no significant
difference in expression between treatments for either inbred line (Figure 5), as
determined by calculating contrasts from a least squares framework of calculating
population means and comparing ln(delta delta Ct) values across treatments, tissues,
and genotypes. In CCC, the copper treatment increases the expression of MCO plantwide by 0.538 (standard error= 0.323, p-value= 0.1004); in MED, the copper treatment
reduces expression by 0.047 (standard error = 0.310, p-value= 0.8801); and in the F1, the
copper treatment increases expression by 0.994 (standard error=0.314, p-value= 0.0024).
In the tolerant line, roots have a fixed effect of increased expression of MCO by 1.49
ln(delta delta Ct) (standard error= 0.504, p-value= 0.0042), which is approximately a 4 to
7-fold increase in expression of MCO than shoots. Root MCO expression in the F1 is
intermediate of either parent, and significantly different from both: the CCC genotype
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has 0.799 ln(delta delta Ct) units greater expression than the F1 (standard error=0.326, pvalue=0.0444); MED is 1.867 ln(delta delta Ct) units lower expression than the F1
(standard error=1.867, p-value<0.0001).
For COP, there is a 3 to 4-fold increase in expression in the roots of the tolerant
line than the nontolerant line. The fixed effects of the MED genotype reduces COP
expression by 6.42 delta delta Ct units (Standard error= 1.778, p-value =0.0007). There is
also significant upregulation of COP in the roots of the tolerant line than the shoots
(about 1.8-fold, 4.116 delta delta Ct units, standard error- 1.778, p-value= 0.0246), though
there is no effect of tissue type in the other lines. The F1 is intermediate of either parent,
and not significantly different from either.
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Figure 5: Relative gene expression of MCO in a tolerant mine (CCC) and nontolerant offmine (MED) inbred lines and their F1. Values have been log transformed to allow
comparisons between large and small values. CCC has approximately 8-fold higher
expression in root tissue than MED. Expression in inbred lines do not differ by
treatment, but F1 root tissue does differ significantly.
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Figure 6: Relative gene expression of COP in a tolerant mine (CCC) and nontolerant offmine (MED) inbred lines and their F1. Roots from the tolerant line has approximately 3
to 4-fold higher expression than the nontolerant line. There is no difference between
treatments.

3.3.2 Identifying loci that correlate with survival on mine soil
3.3.2.1 Differential survival of F2s on copper-contaminated soil
In greenhouse and growth chamber conditions, we confirmed that the MED84
parent is nontolerant on copper contaminated soil (0% survivors in the greenhouse and
18% survivors in the growth chamber), and the CCC inbred parent is tolerant (85%
survivors in the greenhouse and 100% in the growth chamber). Tolerance is dominant,
as the majority of F1s survived in copper soil (72%survivors in the greenhouse and 60%
in the growth chamber). F2s were grown on copper soil and normal soil, as a control. In
the control, only 64% of seeds germinated, and of those that germinated, 98.4% survived
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(n=191). In the greenhouse on copper soil, 308 out of 532 (57.9%) seeds germinated, and
of the germinants, 274 survived to flowering while 34 died, often before emergence of
the first true leaves. In the growth chamber, 171 out of 266 (64.3%) seeds germinated on
copper soil and 157 survived to flowering, while 14 died. Correcting for the 64%
germination rate, the survival rate in the greenhouse was 79.2%, and 90.8% in the
growth chamber.
3.3.2.2 How many large effect loci contribute to survival?
To determine how many large effect loci are involved in differential fitness on
mine soil, we mapped survival of the growth chamber survivors on copper soil. We
sequenced 81 and 48 individuals of survivors and control F2s, respectively, in a single
lane with both parents and sequenced approximately 400,000,000 reads. There were
approximately 24000 SNPs with reads from more than three individuals, and an average
of 32 individuals with data per SNP. After imputation, we compared genotype
frequencies of the survivors to Mendelian expectations and control F2s, with the
expectation that loci correlated with differential survival in the survivor group would
deviate from Mendelian ratios and genotype frequencies in the control group. We expect
correlated loci to have an excess of homozygous tolerant (TT) and heterozygote (NT)
genotypes and a deficiency of homozygous nontolerant genotypes (NN). We found loci
significantly different from a 1:2:1 ratio (p-value < 0.01) on Scaffolds 3, 4, 7, 8, 9,10, 11,
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and 14 (Figure 7). However, while loci on Scaffolds 8, 10, 11, and 14 are significantly
different from the 1:2:1 ratio, the genotype frequencies do not follow our expectations
that tolerant genotypes, TT in particular, should have a greater frequency than NN
genotypes if they are correlated with survival. Scaffolds 8 and 11 have a deficiency of
both homozygote genotypes and an excess of only heterozygotes. In loci on Scaffolds 10
and 14, NN genotypes have greater frequencies than TT genotypes, along with an excess
of heterozygotes. After comparing to Mendelian ratios, we compared remaining loci on
Scaffolds 3, 4, 7, and 9 to control group frequencies to make sure there was only
segregation distortion in the survivor pool. We find that Scaffold 3 also has segregation
distortion in the control group, and that survivor and control genotype frequencies do
not differ based on a Fisher exact test (p>0.01). Loci that have unexpected genotype
frequencies and segregation distortion even in the control group may represent
transmission ratio distortion, caused by reasons such as inbreeding depression of the
parents, rather than correlation with survival on mine soil.
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Figure 7: Genotype frequencies and p-values of F2 survivors and controls. A) Genotype
frequencies for growth chamber survivors (top) grown on copper-contaminated soil and
control F2s (bottom) grown on normal potting soil. Black line represents TT
homozygotes, blue is NT heterozygotes, and red is NN homozygotes. Dotted lines
represent frequencies of 0.25 and 0.50. B) –log10 p-values from X2 tests of observed
genotype frequencies compared to expected Mendelian frequencies. Dotted line
represents p = 0.01.
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Because high throughput sequencing can have a lot of missing data, we
confirmed the genotype frequencies of significant loci using single marker PCR
fragment analyses. On Scaffold 4, we used marker MgSTS 695, located at 2,586,773bp.
Though this marker is outside the peak region (Figure 8), it confirms a deficiency in NN
alleles across most of the scaffold. At this marker, the genotype frequencies for TT are
33.7%, NT 58.4 %, and NN 7.81%. Scaffold 9 has a very wide peak that is significant, so
we tested two markers, MgSTS 745, located at 17,466bp and MgSTS 114, located at
12,049,483bp (Figure 8). These markers both confirm segregation distortion from
Mendelian ratios (MgSTS745: TT-34.1%, NT-48.9%, NN-17.0%; MgSTS114: TT-24.1%,
NT-67.8%, NN-8.0%). These two markers are 20.7cM apart, so these loci are linked. Due
to time constraints, we could not test markers for the locus on Scaffold 7. Markers in this
region should be tested to confirm the genotype frequencies for this locus.
By mapping survivors on copper soil, we found at least three loci on Scaffolds 4,
7, and 9 that are correlated with survival and copper tolerance. We then asked what the
relative fitness of these loci are on copper-contaminated soils.
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Figure 8: Genotype frequencies plotted by physical position with marker positions
annotated. Green notches represent markers used to confirm GBS frequencies, orange
notches represent candidate gene markers. Scaffold 4: Green= MgSTS 695, Orange= COP.
Scaffold 9: Green= MgSTS 745, MgSTS 114 (from left to right), Orange= ATG5 (for MCO).

3.3.2.3 What is the relative fitness of loci correlated with survival?
We used genotype frequencies from our genotyping by sequencing experiment
to determine the relative fitness of the most divergent regions of Scaffolds 4 and 9. We
find both loci on Scaffolds 4 and 9 have large effects on fitness. On Scaffold 4, TN
genotypes have a relative fitness of 68.32% compared to TT, and NN have a relative
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fitness of only 26.64%. On Scaffold 7, TT genotypes have a relative fitness of 1, TN a
relative fitness of 48.44%, and NN a relative fitness of 42.34%. For Scaffold 9, relative
fitness for NT reduces to 94.44% compared to TT, and NN reduces to 3.70%, which
suggests very strong selection against NN genotypes on copper soils.
3.3.2.4 Do candidate genes co-localize with loci for survival?
With three large effect loci identified on Scaffolds 4 and 9, we asked what genes
underlie these loci. In particular, do any of the previously identified candidate genes for
root growth in solutions or core haplotypes co-localize with survival on mine soil? Tol1,
the major effect locus for copper tolerance, and its candidate gene, multi-copper oxidase
(MCO), are predicted to be on Scaffold 9, though the exact location is unknown. Copper
ion ATPase transporter (Migut.D00585; COP) was identified through population
genetics, and is on Scaffold 4 (Wright et al. 2015). No genes from our previously
identified candidate gene lists are located on Scaffold 7, and so this locus is not pursued
further in this study.
To determine whether MCO and COP co-localize with regions of differential
survival on copper-contaminated soil, we genotyped survivors and control F2s for
markers in these loci. Since MCO and the Tol1 marker (ATG5) are only 0.74 cM, apart,
we used this marker to analyze MCO. We find that in the survivor group, the genotype
frequencies for ATG5 are TT: 29.2% (n=26), NT: 69.7% (n=62), and NN: 1.1% (n=1,
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Appendix B, Table 3). For this marker, we find that heterozygotes seem to have the
highest relative fitness. TT genotypes have a relative fitness of 84%, and NN genotypes a
relative fitness of 3%. It is unclear why there is an excess of heterozygotes at this marker,
as the control group is at Mendelian frequencies for this and other linked markers. This
region has many repeats and MCO has a triplication in tolerant lines, so it is possible
that genotyping errors occurred in the survivor F2s. This may also be due to a small
sample size (total n=89). For COP, the genotype frequencies in the survivor group are
TT: 32.5% (n=27), NT: 54.2% (n=45), NN: 13.3% (n=11). The relative fitness for this gene is
83% for NT and 41% for NN, compared to TT.
We looked at an additional candidate region identified as a core haplotype
shared by mine populations from population genetic studies (Wright et al. 2015). This
region on Scaffold 6 was genotyped using marker MgSTS 552, and while survivor
genotype frequencies do not differ significantly from Mendelian ratios, there is a 7.5%
reduction of NN genotypes in the survivor group from the control group (Figure 1,
Appendix B, Table 3). Relative fitness of NT is 92% and relative fitness of NN is 40%
compared to TT.
We find that candidate genes MCO and COP both contribute to survival on
copper soil with large effects on fitness. To determine whether these genes are the causal
genes for copper tolerance and to understand the functional mechanisms of how they
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may confer tolerance, we began to explore more closely what these genes may be doing
in the cell and the roots.

3.3.3 What is the functional mechanism of copper tolerance and how
might MCO and COP contribute?
3.3.3.1 Tissue staining and microscopy of roots
To distinguish between possible mechanisms of copper tolerance, tolerant and
nontolerant NILs and inbred lines of M. guttatus were stained and observed under a
microscope to determine whether deposition of polysaccharides or iron was occurring.
We do not see any differences between tolerant and nontolerant lines in any of our
staining experiments. There does not appear to be an excess of iron or callose deposition
in tolerant roots (Figure 9), regardless of treatment, nor does there appear to be
additional lignin layers in the endodermis, as determined by optical sectioning (Figure
10).
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Figure 9: Iron and callose staining in roots of tolerant and nontolerant plants. A) Perls
staining for iron deposition in a nontolerant line of 25e11 introgression line. The stain
dyes iron deposits blue. No increased deposition of iron seen. B) Analine blue staining
for callose deposition in a nontolerant line of 25e11 introgression line. There is more
callose at the root tip than at the shaft (second picture). C) Perls staining for iron in a
tolerant 25e11 introgression line. There is no difference in signal or patterning compared
to the nontolerant line. D) Analine blue staining for callose in a tolerant 25e11
introgression line. There is no difference in signal or patterning compared to the
nontolerant line.
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Figure 10: Autofluorescence of lignin deposition in roots of A) tolerant lines from one
on-mine population and B) nontolerant lines from two off-mine populations. There does
not appear to be a difference in pattern or amount of lignin deposition as determined by
confocal microscopy. These images represent the centermost plane of the optical
sectioning.
3.3.3.2 Protein localization and transgenic construction of MCO
We then attempted to localize MCO and COP by creating transgenics for
transient assays and overexpression experiments. MCO appears to be primarily
localized around the nucleus and the cell membrane (Figure 11). Since we have not yet
tagged plasma membrane or cell wall markers, we do not know whether localization is
on the plasma membrane, in the cell wall, or in the extracelluar space. Transgenic M.
verbenaceus, a relative of M. guttatus, with overexpressed MCO are being tested now for
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successful transformants. Currently, we have three potential transgenic lines. Once these
are grown, we can perform more transient assays to co-localize organ markers with
MCO. Plasmids are currently being developed for COP, which will be used for transient
assays and transgenic construction.

Figure 11: Transient assay of Multicopper oxidase (MCO) in leaf cells of M. lewisii. A)
Images under transmitted light and green fluorescent light merged, B) under green light
only, C) under red light, and D) under transmitted light only. Images taken by B. Ding.
3.3.3.3 Gene tree and protein modelling of COP
Since localization transient assays are still being completed for COP, we
compared protein sequences of tolerant and nontolerant M. guttatus COP with different
known proteins in the heavy metal transporter class (HMA) to determine where this
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protein is in the cell. First, we compared translated amino acid sequences of the tolerant
and nontolerant alleles and find no missense or nonsense mutations in conserved
regions. Protein modelling with I-TASSER also revealed that all polymorphic sites are
outside of binding sites (Appendix B, Figures 1 and 2). PSIPRED and MEMSAT results
show conserved transmembrane and extracellular domains in COP. In addition, COP
amino acid sequences were compared to HMA sequences from A. thaliana, Silene
vulgaris, cucumber, and rice in a gene tree. We generated two trees, though the node
containing M. guttatus sequences remained constant. M. guttatus COP clusters most
closely SvHMA5 (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Gene tree of heavy metal transporters (HMA) that are related to COP in M.
guttatus. Included are HMA genes from A. thaliana (At), cucumber (Cs), rice (Os), and S.
vulgaris (Sv). COP (in red) is most similar to SvHMA5.

3.4 Discussion
Prior studies have primarily used indirect proxies of copper tolerance, such as
rate of root growth in hydroponic solutions to understand its genetic mechanism, and
focus has been mainly on Tol1. This study is the first to map loci directly correlated with
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survival on copper-contaminated soil from mine tailings. We first confirmed that the
lines we have chosen to use here have similar copy number variations and gene
expression differences as previously identified NILs and other heavy metal tolerance
genes from the literature. We then grew F2 populations on mine and control soils, and
find that there is differential survival of F2s on mine soil, which is correlated with at
least two loci of large effect. These loci co-localize with markers for candidate genes,
multi-copper oxidase (MCO) and copper ion ATPase transporter (COP). Mine alleles in
the MCO region are necessary for survival on copper soils and evolution of copper
tolerance likely involved selection at the causal gene in this region first. Mine alleles in
the COP region increase relative fitness additively. Based on our findings, we
hypothesize possible functional mechanisms of copper tolerance and begin to test our
hypotheses.

3.4.1 Inbred lines and natural populations share similar genetic
patterns for MCO and COP
Recent studies of heavy metal tolerance in different species find that tolerance is
correlated with changes in gene copy number and gene expression. For example, a
triplication in HMA4 likely contributes to zinc hyperaccumulation in Arabidopsis halleri
(Talke et al. 2006; Willems et al. 2007; Hanikenne et al. 2008), increased expression of
NRAMP genes in Thlaspi caerulescens confers cadmium and zinc hyperaccumulation
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(Oomen et al. 2009), and increased expression of metallothionein genes confers copper
tolerance in Silene vulgaris (van Hoof et al. 2000).
Previous M. guttatus research that identified MCO (Wright et al. 2015), found that
NILs contain a triplication in gene copy number and 8 to 12-fold increased expression of
MCO in tolerant lines compared to nontolerant lines. To determine if the inbred lines
studied in this chapter, CCC9 and MED84, have similar genetic mechanisms of MCO
and COP we performed qPCR of genomic DNA to find copy number variations (CNVs)
in MCO, and RT-qPCR to find relative expression of the genes. CCC9, the tolerant
parent, has on average 2.47 more copies relative to MED84 (Figure 4A), confirming that
there is an increase in copy number correlated with this tolerant line. To see if this CNV
extends beyond inbred lines to natural populations, we found the relative copy number
of MCO in two mine populations, including the focal mine where CCC9 originates, and
two off-mine populations (Figure 4B). Individuals from both mine populations have
between 2-3 copies of MCO on average while the off-mine populations have 0-1 copies.
Only one off-mine sample has a copy number greater than one (2.45, Appendix B, Table
2), which may suggest there is a copy number polymorphism in the population. This offmine population (OBR) is only 0.7 miles from the mine population, CCC, so there may
be migrants from the mine in OBR. It would be interesting for future studies to see
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whether individuals from off-mine populations with higher copy numbers are more
tolerant to copper.
We also find that the tolerant inbred line has about 8-fold higher MCO gene
expression (Figure 5). This is consistent with previous results for M. guttatus (Wright et
al. 2015) and genetic mechanisms for other heavy metal tolerance genes. For the first
time, we measured relative gene expression in roots and shoots, and find that this gene
is expressed primarily in the roots. By measuring F1s, we conclude that this gene is cisregulated, since expression is between the two parental levels. Interestingly, in the F1,
there is a significant difference between treatments, which may suggest additional transregulation. Gene expression for COP had not been previously identified, so we looked to
see if it also had gene expression differences between tolerant and nontolerant lines.
Like MCO, COP also constitutively expressed regardless of copper concentration, and is
expressed 3-4 times more in the tolerant lines than the nontolerant (Figure 6). This gene
is likely under cis-regulation, since expression levels in the F1 are intermediate of the
two parents. Since the parental inbred lines were consistent with wild populations and
previously studied NILs, we generated an F2 mapping population from them to map
survival.
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3.4.2 At least three loci of large effect contribute to differential
survival
3.4.2.1 Scaffolds 4, 7 and 9 each contain at least one locus correlated with survival
We identified loci in a group of survivor F2s that differed in genotypic
frequencies from Mendelian expectations and from the control group. We expected
regions that contribute to differential survival on copper-contaminated soil to have an
excess of mine allele homozygotes (TT) and heterozygotes (NT) compared to the
Mendelian 1:2:1 genotypic ratio, a deficiency of off-mine homozygotes (NN), and to
diverge from the genotypic frequencies of the control group. Loci that deviate from
Mendelian ratios in both groups may represent areas where transmission ratio distortion
occurs for reasons other than selection by copper soil (Hall and Willis 2005; Fishman et
al. 2001; Fishman and Willis 2005; 2006; Leppälä et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2013), and were
thus removed from analysis. The only loci that meet our expectations and are likely to be
involved in differential survival are on Scaffolds 4, 7, and 9. Both have very broad peaks
that contain at least one locus contributing to survival, but may contain more. The
markers used on Scaffold 4, MgSTS 695 and COP, are both around a local minimum of
NN genotype frequencies on the left side of the scaffold, but neither are near the global
minimum, suggesting there may be an additional locus on the right side of the scaffold
(Figure 8). For Scaffold 9, we tested three markers MgSTS 745, ATG5, and MgSTS 114.
These loci are all linked, but in a two-locus model, when relative fitness of the ATG5 NN
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genotypes is considered, there is still a deficiency in NN genotypes at each of the other
markers, suggesting that there are at least three separate loci in this wide peak, each
contributing to fitness. We were not able to confirm Scaffold 7 with markers at this time,
but this should be done in the future to further investigate this locus.
3.4.2.2 Do other loci contribute to fitness?
In addition to multiple loci that may be on Scaffolds 4 and 9, other regions of the
genome may also contribute to survival on copper soil. For example, the right-most
region of Scaffold 8 did not meet our criteria of significance because it deviates from
Mendelian ratios in the control group due to an excess of NN genotypes (almost 50%,
Figure 7), but in the surviving group, the NN frequency is reduced to about 25%
(p<0.001). This may be a region that should be studied further, first by confirming
genotype frequencies with custom markers. There are also many other candidate regions
that were suggested in previous work (Wright et al. 2015), such as the region on Scaffold
6 that we explored. Like this region, we may not be able to detect them in our mapping
experiment if they have smaller effects on survival. These may not be detectable with
our sample size, or in conjunction with Tol1, which has a huge effect on fitness.
To determine if there are any smaller effect non-Tol1 loci that confer tolerance,
we genotyped F2s at the Tol1 locus (marker ATG5) and randomly intercrossed NN
individuals to generate F3s from 99 families. Out of a total 1980 F3 seeds planted on the
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same copper soil, only 10 plants (0.5%) survived to flowering after four months. This
may suggest that if smaller effect loci do exist, they may be dependent on Tol1 to confer
survival. Mapping loci that contribute to survival in these F3s may allow us to detect loci
that have small effects compared to Tol1 and act independently of Tol1.

3.4.3 A causal gene in the MCO region is likely necessary for survival
Macnair (1983) and Smith and Macnair (1998) hypothesized that tolerance was
due to one major effect locus and several hypostatic modifying genes—genes that
contribute to tolerance only in the presence of the major locus, but they were unable to
identify any of these genes. Here, we demonstrate for the first time that MCO, the
candidate gene for the major effect locus, Tol1, is tightly correlated to survival in copperrich soils. Tolerant alleles (T) in the MCO region are likely necessary for survival in
copper soils. In the growth chamber, one copy (NT) reduces fitness by only 16%,
whereas NN has a relative fitness of 3%(one survivor). By comparing multi-locus
frequencies, we find that this locus may also be sufficient for tolerance, as there are
survivors when other loci are NN.

3.4.4 The COP region requires the MCO locus and acts additively to
confer survival
In addition to a strong candidate gene for the major effect locus, we also
identified a candidate gene consistent with hypostatic modifier genes, predicted by
Smith and Macnair (1998). COP is contained in a core haplotype shared only by mine
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populations. We show here that COP co-localizes with a locus on Scaffold 4 that
contributes to survival on copper soil and has a large effect on survival. However, this
locus is likely not necessary to confer survival, as NN genotypes have a relative fitness
of 41%. By comparing 83 available two-locus genotype frequencies, we find that the
MCO and COP loci interact additively rather than epistatically. Within TT and NT
genotypes at MCO, COP heterozygotes have a reduced relative fitness of about 66%
compared to TT individuals, and NN homozygotes have a reduced fitness of 33-42%.
Interestingly, the effects of both MCO and COP loci are different in greenhouse
survivors compared to the growth chamber (Appendix B, Table 3). MCO NN
homozygotes have a higher relative fitness than the growth chamber (9% vs. 3%,
respectively), and COP is not associated with survival at all in the greenhouse. This may
suggest that there are additional environmental factors that affect survival in the
greenhouse regardless of genotypes for copper tolerance genes. The greenhouse has
more stressors than the growth chamber, such as herbivores and fluctuating extreme
temperatures. Additionally, other researchers in the Willis lab have noted light intensity
differences between the growth chamber and greenhouse that affect phenotypic
outcomes.
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3.4.5 Evolution to copper tolerance first began with selection on the
MCO-linked locus
Given that tolerant alleles of MCO are required for survival on mine soil, we
hypothesize that the causal gene in the MCO region was likely the first to be selected for
in this adaptation. The MCO-linked locus has a huge effect on fitness and TT genotypes
are more likely to survive than TN or NN genotypes, so it likely facilitated the initial
move onto copper-rich soils. Selection on additional loci, such as COP, likely followed
the MCO locus, since they cannot confer tolerance on their own. Further research should
look for additional candidate modifiers based on our mapping results and previous
studies to see whether other modifying genes act additively to the MCO locus or each
other, and whether they are responsible for survival to increasing copper concentrations,
as is commonly seen in antibiotic resistant bacteria (Tobrak et al. 2012).

3.4.6 Proposed mechanisms of copper tolerance involving MCO and
COP
We have identified two loci that correlate with survival on copper-contaminated
soil, and co-localize with two candidate genes with large effects, multi-copper oxidase,
(MCO) and copper ion ATPase transporter (COP). The MCO-linked locus is necessary
and sufficient for survival on copper-contaminated soils. The COP-linked locus is
neither required or sufficient, but acts additively with MCO. We begin to test functional
mechanisms for copper tolerance in M. guttatus that involve the MCO and COP genes, to
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determine and how they may confer tolerance if they are the causal genes. Since the
MCO-linked locus is sufficient for survival, we first focus on mechanisms where the
MCO gene can work independently.
Multicopper-oxidases are a large class of proteins in bacteria, plants, and
animals. They contain copper ligands which are used to oxidize and reduce various
substrates (Schulten and Krämer 2017). MCO is most similar to Low Phosphate Root 1
(LPR1) in A. thaliana (E=e-158). This gene localizes in the apoplast of cells and oxidizes Fe2+
to Fe3+ in low phosphate conditions (Müller et al.2015). Over expression of this gene in
low phosphate conditions causes greater accumulation of Fe3+ and callose deposition to
the root tip. This serves to regulate symplastic signaling and transport. While LPR1 only
shows increased iron and callose deposition in low phosphate conditions, it may be
possible that there is not such a dependence in M. guttatus. Soil testing suggests that the
copper soil is not deficient in phosphorus (22 ppm in the soil used here). If a similar
mechanism is used by M. guttatus, higher expression of MCO in tolerant lines may
increase Fe3+ accumulation and callose deposition at the root tips, and exclude copper
ions and other particles from moving between cells.
Alternatively, instead of oxidizing Fe2+, MCO may oxidize Cu+ to Cu2+, as is seen
in bacteria. In E.coli, a multicopper oxidase, CueO, converts harmful Cu+ to less harmful
Cu2+ in the extracellular membrane to confer copper resistance (Bondarczuk and
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Piotrowska 2013). Cu2+ cannot enter the cells as easily as Cu+ and is less reactive inside
the cell. MCO could also act as a laccase, another multi-copper oxidase protein. Laccases
are involved in cell wall lignification processes by oxidizing phenols and diamines
(O’Malley et al. 1993). Increased lignification of cell walls has been identified in
hyperaccumulators (van de Mortel et al. 2006) and may sequester excess copper in the
cell wall. Since multi-copper oxidases contain copper ions, increased expression of these
genes may also simply act to chelate excess copper in the cytoplasm. Chelation, most
commonly with phytochelatins and metallothioneins, has been proposed as possible
mechanisms of copper tolerance, but we still lack definitive evidence for this mechanism
in the literature (Yruela 2006) and may be unlikely to occur.
In all these cases, COP may function independently of MCO to shuttle copper
ions out of the cell. Through protein modelling, we have found that COP has
transmembrane and extracellular domains, and is most similar to SvHMA5 (Figure 8),
which is responsible for copper efflux (Van Hoof et al. 2001). However, this mechanism
would be inconsistent with our mapping results, as COP tolerant genotypes would then
not require a tolerant allele of MCO. Alternatively, COP may make the function of MCO
more efficient by transporting copper ions the MCO protein, if it acts as a laccase that
sequesters copper in the cell wall or oxidizes Cu+ to Cu2+ in the extracellular space. In
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bacteria, the CueO copper resistance mechanism also employs CopA, a Copper ATPase
efflux pump that shuttles Cu+ from inside the cell out of the cell membrane.
Our microscopy experiments do not show an increase in lignin, callose, or iron
deposition (Figures 9 and 10), suggesting that MCO is not sequestering copper as lignin
or excluding copper with excess callose deposition. In M. guttatus, we find that MCO
localizes around the cell membrane rather than throughout the cytoplasm (Figure 11).
This suggests that it is likely not chelating copper in the cytoplasm, but may be
localizing in the cell membrane or extracellular space. If this is the case, it may be
plausible that MCO is acting in a similar way as bacterial CueO, converting Cu+ to Cu2+.
Therefore, we propose that tolerant M. guttatus may use a multicopper oxidase-copper
efflux system using increased expression of MCO and COP as a primary mechanism of
copper tolerance (Figure 13). When COP is present, it shuttles Cu+ out of the cell
membrane to the extracellular space, where MCO oxidizes Cu+ to Cu2+.
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Figure 13: Proposed mechanism of MCO and COP in M. guttatus. COP, as a Cu ion
transporter, shuttles Cu+ out of the cell into the extracellular space. There, multi-copper
oxidase, MCO, oxidizes Cu+ to a less harmful form, Cu2+.
Much work must still be done to confirm that MCO and COP are the causal
genes involved in copper tolerance. To start, we are generating overexpression lines in
the nontolerant species M. verbenaceus, in collaboration with the Yuan lab at the
University of Connecticut. With these lines, we will create double transgenics for
transient assays to confirm the location of these genes using organelle specific markers.
We will also determine survival rates with single and double transgenics of both genes
on copper-rich soil to confirm that they do increase copper tolerance. Using these lines,
we can also study the interactions between the two genes to see whether overexpression
of COP enhances the function of MCO. In addition to the transgenic lines being created,
other possible experiments to confirm the proposed mechanism are using x-ray
absorption spectroscopy or scanning transmission electron microscopy (Pickering et al.
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2006; Ryan et al. 2013; Susi et al. 2016) to detect specific isotopes of copper in the
extracellular space or cell wall. We would expect an excess of Cu2+ and oxygen in these
spaces over the cytoplasm.
There are likely additional mechanisms involved in copper tolerance, as there are
many genes that we have yet to identify, including ones that underlie loci found here. In
addition, through previous experiments (Wright et al. 2015), we identified candidate
genes that we have yet to explore further. For example, through our differential gene
expression experiment we found that FRO5 is downregulated in tolerant lines in copper
treatment. This downregulation may restrict Cu2+ from being reduced to Cu+, and may
also contribute to tolerance, though this gene and others should also be tested
individually and in conjunction with MCO.

3.4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we found at least two loci that contribute to differential survival
on copper-contaminated soil on Scaffolds 4 and 9. These loci co-localize with candidate
genes, MCO (Scaffold 9) and COP (Scaffold 4). We show that the MCO-linked locus is
necessary and sufficient for survival on copper soil in M. guttatus, and selection on this
region was required first to evolve copper tolerance. The COP-linked locus is neither
necessary nor sufficient for survival, but has a strong, additive effect when it is
expressed with tolerant MCO. Both genes have common genetic mechanisms of heavy
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metal tolerance: MCO has higher copy numbers and gene expression in tolerant lines
and natural mine populations than nontolerant plants, and COP has higher expression
in tolerant lines than nontolerant lines. Finally, we propose a mechanism for copper
tolerance in which COP shuttles Cu+ out of the cell, and MCO oxidizes it to a less
harmful form, Cu2+.
This research is the first to map loci for survival in M. guttatus as a measure of
copper tolerance. Previous work focused mainly on root growth traits in solutions. This
work is the first to show that candidate genes co-localize with differential survival, and
the first to propose and begin to test functional mechanisms for copper tolerance based
on these genes and how they interact in M. guttatus. This research provides many
promising paths to continue as transgenics are created and newly identified loci are
explored further. This continued work will reveal which genes in the copper
homeostasis pathway and beyond are important for copper tolerance in natural
populations.
.
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4. Conclusions
This dissertation examined the genetic, evolutionary, and functional mechanisms
of copper tolerance in Mimulus guttatus. First, I determined how excess copper affects
gene expression profiles in tolerant and nontolerant lines. We found that nontolerant
plants have increased oxidative stress responses, likely due to more reactive oxygen
species created from redox reactions with excess copper ions. In tolerant plants, we
expected to see either of two responses: coping with reactive oxygen species or with
copper ions directly. We did not find increased expression of genes involved in
oxidative stress responses, but instead found significant differentially expressed genes
that may indicate sequestration, efflux, and exclusion of copper ions. We found no
evidence for chelation. From this study, we also identified candidate genes that may be
involved in copper tolerance: FRO5, MATE Efflux genes, YSL3, and YSL6.
The work “Differential gene expression responses to excess copper in on- and
off-mine lines of Mimulus guttatus suggest mechanisms of tolerance,” along with other
recent studies, used plants grown in hydroponic solutions to study copper tolerance; but
this condition may not reflect the real selective agents in copper mine tailings. Therefore,
in the next chapter, I measured differential survival of F2s on copper soil as a direct
measurement of copper tolerance and adaptation to mine edaphic environments. We
found two loci on Scaffolds 4 and 9 of large effect correlated with survival, and two
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candidate genes that co-localize with these loci: Multi-copper oxidase (MCO), a
candidate gene for the major effect locus, Tol1, and copper ion ATPase transporter
(COP).
The MCO-linked locus is necessary and required for survival on mine soils. MCO
has a copy number variation in inbred lines and wild populations, in which tolerant
plants have 2-3 more copies of the gene. This increase is also accompanied with higher
gene expression, as determined by RT-qPCR and RNA-seq of NIL lines (Wright et al.
2015). COP was first identified from population genetics experiments, where allele
frequencies and nucleotide divergence in mine and off-mine populations were
compared. Core haplotypes that were shared between mine populations but differed in
off-mine populations were identified. COP is in one of these small regions. It has higher
expression in tolerant lines than nontolerant lines as determined by RNA-seq and RTqPCR. While in the RNA-seq experiment we found this gene to only have 1.4-fold higher
expression in the tolerant line than the nontolerant line in the control treatment, in the
single gene RT-qPCR experiment, the same tolerant line has 3 to 4- fold higher
expression in either treatment.
From our findings, we proposed a primary mechanism of tolerance, where COP
shuttles Cu+ outside of the cell into the extracellular space, and MCO converts it to Cu2+,
a less harmful and reactive form. We additionally found promising candidates and
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possible mechanisms in our first data chapter, and it is feasible that these mechanisms
are all working in conjunction with one another. We know that copper homeostasis is a
complex pathway, so many genes may also be involved in tolerance, though their effects
may not be as large as the MCO or COP-linked loci. In addition to the MCO/COP
mechanisms, FRO5, MATE efflux genes, YSL3, and YSL6 may also be involved in copper
tolerance (Figure 14). Downregulation of FRO5 in tolerant lines may limit the reduction
of Cu2+ to Cu+; upregulation of MATE efflux genes may also help to pump copper ions
out of the cell; downregulate of YSL3 may exclude Cu2+ from entering the cell, and YSL6
may sequester excess copper ions that make it into the cytoplasm into vacuoles or
organelles.
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Figure 14: Possible genes and mechanisms for copper tolerance in M. guttatus. Thick
green arrows represent increased expression of genes in tolerant lines, and thin red
arrows represent reduced expression.

4.1 Future directions
Much work must still be done to confirm these proposed genes and mechanisms.
We demonstrated that the MCO-linked locus is necessary for survival on copper soil and
that at least the COP-linked locus acts additively to MCO, but we do not know whether
other genes or loci proposed are required for survival or independent of MCO. Because
they did not come up in our mapping experiment, we may expect them to have small
effects on fitness; but it is also possible that these genes are only important in solutions
and not on soil, or that they represent downstream effects of increased copper
concentrations and do not contribute to tolerance. Additional experiments that may
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shed some light on these hypotheses is to map survival in the F3 survival assay
discussed in the last chapter. F3s that were nontolerant for Tol1 were planted on copper
soil and only 0.5% survived. These survivors may have different combinations of alleles
in genes that contribute to tolerance that are independent of MCO and have smaller
effects on fitness. We may also consider conducting an eQTL experiment on soil to see if
similar genes identified here have differential expression and contribute to survival on
soil.
The best experiments to confirm whether any of the candidate genes we
identified are involved in copper tolerance is overexpression or knockout transgenics of
individual genes and in combination. We are currently testing overexpression transgenic
lines to confirm the roles of MCO and COP on copper tolerance. These lines of M.
verbenaceus contain tolerant M. guttatus copies of MCO or COP in an overexpression
plasmid. With these transgenics, we will test whether overexpression of MCO increases
survival rates on copper soil. We will also be able to better localize the protein using
markers for organelles. Double transgenics will allow us to see if rates of survival
change when both MCO and COP are overexpressed. Additional experiments that will
help confirm candidate genes are to knock out these genes in tolerant lines of M. guttatus
with RNAi or CRISPR/cas9 systems. Similar experiments can also be done for other
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candidate genes, though if they have small effects or require MCO, they may be difficult
to test or confirm.

4.2 Significance
The work presented in this dissertation has improved our understanding of the
genetic, evolutionary, and functional mechanisms of copper tolerance in M. guttatus. It is
the first to determine how excess copper affects gene expression in tolerant and
nontolerant lines of M. guttatus, which has helped us determine possible mechanisms for
copper toxicity and tolerance in copper solutions. This research is the first to map loci for
survival in M. guttatus as a measure of copper tolerance, the first to show that candidate
genes co-localize with differential survival, the first to show that one gene of large effect
likely evolved first in the adaptation to copper mine soils, and the first to propose
functional mechanisms for copper tolerance based on candidate genes and how they
interact in M. guttatus.
This work builds the foundation for studying the mechanism of copper tolerance.
As a direct result of these studies, we’ve generated new hypotheses that can be tested.
With candidate genes and genotype frequencies, we can study how modifier genes
affect copper tolerance—If they are not necessary for survival in one copper
concentration, are they necessary for higher concentrations? We can also expand this
research and look for parallel adaptations to other mines. Are the mechanisms and genes
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we identified here important for copper tolerance in the McNulty mines (MCN), or other
known copper mines throughout California? Finally, we have found that copy number
of MCO is correlated with higher gene expression and survival on mines, but that it may
also be polymorphic in off-mine populations. Preliminary studies have found that this
polymorphism is found not only in populations near mines, but may be in distant
populations of M. guttatus as well. Determining whether this copy number
polymorphism leads to tolerance in off-mine populations would provide valuable
information about standing variation and copy number variation for copper tolerance in
M. guttatus and for rapid adaptations, in general.
.
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Appendix A
Supplemental figures and tables for Chapter 2.
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Figure 1. Relative expression of genes related to oxidative stress responses.
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Figure 2. Relative expression of genes related to heavy metal transport.
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Figure 3. Relative expression of Yellow Stripe Like gene copies in M. guttatus.
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Figure 4. Relative expression of copper binding genes.
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Table 1. Significant Gene Ontology terms (Biological Process) of upregulated genes of the Nontolerant genotype in copper versus
control treatments
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Go.id

Term

Annotated

Significant

Expected

Weighted
p-value

GO:00485
44
GO:00064
68
GO:00159
14
GO:00199
85
GO:00551
14
GO:00724
88
GO:00082
99
GO:00069
79

recognition of pollen

31

11

1.99

1.80E-06

protein phosphorylation

739

79

47.49

1.80E-06

phospholipid transport

12

5

0.77

0.00058

translesion synthesis

2

2

0.13

0.00412

oxidation-reduction process

727

62

46.71

0.01151

ammonium transmembrane
transport
isoprenoid biosynthetic
process
response to oxidative stress

5

2

0.32

0.03617

32

6

2.06

0.03991

74

9

4.76

0.0463

Table 2. Significant Gene Ontology terms (Biological Process) of downregulated genes of the Nontolerant genotype in copper versus
control treatments
Go.id

Term

Annotated

Significant

Expected

Weighted
p-value

GO:0009733
GO:0006351

response to auxin
transcription,
DNA-templated
metal ion
transport
oxidationreduction process
mitochondrial respiratory
chain complex IV assembly
phosphorelay signal
transduction system

19
681

5
34

0.5
17.94

1.00E-04
0.00022

85

10

2.24

0.00024

727

34

19.15

0.0009

1

1

0.03

0.02635

32

3

0.84

0.05098

GO:0030001
GO:0055114
GO:0033617
102

GO:0000160

Table 3. Significant Gene Ontology terms (Biological Process) of upregulated genes of the Tolerant genotype in copper versus control
treatments.
Go.id

Term

Annotated

Significant

Expected

Weighted
p-value

GO:0055085

transmembrane
transport
proteolysis
arsenite transport
response to freezing

427

13

4.73

6.90E-04

341
1
3

10
1
1

3.78
0.01
0.03

4.02E-03
0.01108
0.03289

GO:0006508
GO:0015700
GO:0050826

Table 4. Significant Gene Ontology terms (Biological Process) of downregulated genes of the Tolerant genotype in copper versus
control treatments
Go.id

Term

Annotated

Significant

Expected

Weighted
p-value

GO:0009052

pentose-phosphate
shunt, non-oxidative b...
oxidation-reduction
process
transcription initiation
from RNA polyme...
Arp2/3 complexmediated actin
nucleation

4

1

0.02

0.016

727

7

2.92

0.021

8

1

0.03

0.032

9

1

0.04

0.036

GO:0055114
GO:0006367
GO:0034314
103

Table 5. Significant Gene Ontology terms (Biological Process) of genes with greater expression in the tolerant genotype compared to
the nontolerant genotype in the control treatment
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Go.id

Term

Annotated

Significant

Expected

Weighted
p-value

GO:0000723
GO:0006364
GO:0032502
GO:0006568
GO:0006479
GO:0006913
GO:0006379
GO:0009611
GO:0019985
GO:0006298
GO:0009451
GO:0007275

telomere maintenance
rRNA processing
developmental process
tryptophan metabolic process
protein methylation
nucleocytoplasmic transport
mRNA cleavage
response to wounding
translesion synthesis
mismatch repair
RNA modification
multicellular organism
development
posttranslational protein targeting
to membrane, translocation
molybdopterin cofactor
biosynthetic process
folic acid-containing compound
biosynthesis
proteolysis
pentose-phosphate shunt
protein import into nucleus

4
22
45
4
21
11
2
2
2
12
36
38

4
10
16
3
7
7
2
2
2
5
11
11

0.61
3.34
6.84
0.61
3.19
1.67
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.82
5.47
5.77

0.00053
0.00143
0.00479
0.01241
0.01665
0.0229
0.02307
0.02307
0.02307
0.02509
0.02558
0.02564

5

3

0.76

0.02753

5

3

0.76

0.02753

9

4

1.37

0.03533

341
6
6

65
3
3

51.82
0.91
0.91

0.04147
0.0489
0.0489

GO:0031204
GO:0032324
GO:0009396
GO:0006508
GO:0006098
GO:0006606

Table 6. Significant Gene Ontology terms (Biological Process) of genes with less expression in the tolerant genotype compared to the
nontolerant genotype in the control treatment
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Go.id

Term

Annotated

Significant

Expected

Weighted
p-value

GO:0006468
GO:0016567
GO:0055114
GO:0055085
GO:0048544
GO:0006952
GO:0030001
GO:0009733
GO:0006032
GO:0009607

protein phosphorylation
protein ubiquitination
oxidation-reduction process
transmembrane transport
recognition of pollen
defense response
metal ion transport
response to auxin
chitin catabolic process
response to biotic stimulus

739
69
727
427
31
47
85
19
6
29

152
22
131
76
11
14
19
6
3
8

102.45
9.57
100.79
59.2
4.3
6.52
11.78
2.63
0.83
4.02

5.60E-08
9.30E-05
4.00E-04
0.00087
0.00204
0.00351
0.02398
0.03817
0.03836
0.03891

Table 7. Significant Gene Ontology terms (Biological Process) of genes with greater expression in the tolerant genotype compared to
the nontolerant genotype in the copper treatment
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Go id

Term

Annotated

Significant

Expected

GO:0006979
GO:0009607
GO:0006855
GO:0033014

response to oxidative stress
response to biotic stimulus
drug transmembrane transport
tetrapyrrole biosynthetic
process
mRNA cleavage
C-terminal protein methylation
glutamate biosynthetic process
response to wounding
pantothenate biosynthetic
process
translesion synthesis
molybdopterin cofactor
biosynthetic process
tRNA modification

74
29
46
19

21
11
13
7

10.83
4.24
6.73
2.78

Weighted
p-value
0.0016
0.0046
0.0123
0.0142

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29

0.0214
0.0214
0.0214
0.0214
0.0214

2
5

2
3

0.29
0.73

0.0214
0.0248

10

4

1.46

0.046

GO:0006379
GO:0006481
GO:0006537
GO:0009611
GO:0015940
GO:0019985
GO:0032324
GO:0006400

Table 8. Significant Gene Ontology terms (Biological Process) of genes with less expression in the tolerant genotype compared to the
nontolerant genotype in the copper treatment
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Go.id

Term

Annotated

Significant

Expected

Weighted
p-value

GO:0006468
GO:0048544
GO:0055114
GO:0006470
GO:0016567
GO:0006952
GO:0016998

protein phosphorylation
recognition of pollen
oxidation-reduction process
protein dephosphorylation
protein ubiquitination
defense response
cell wall macromolecule
catabolic process
isoprenoid biosynthetic process
malate transport
ammonium transmembrane
transport
phospholipid transport
transmembrane transport

739
31
727
76
69
47
7

210
19
155
23
21
15
4

127.74
5.36
125.66
13.14
11.93
8.12
1.21

2.30E-16
4.90E-08
1.80E-03
0.0036
0.0043
0.0103
0.02

32
2
5

11
2
3

5.53
0.35
0.86

0.0246
0.0299
0.0391

12
427

5
83

2.07
73.81

0.0417
0.0418

GO:0008299
GO:0015743
GO:0072488
GO:0015914
GO:0055085

Table 9. Significant differentially expressed genes (Log2 Fold Change) related to copper binding (GO: 0005507).

Genename
Migut.L00102

Migut.O00144
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Migut.F01469
Migut.L00984

Migut.N00526
Migut.J01259
Migut.A00880

Migut.M00807
Migut.D00687

Arabi.defline
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
Copper amine
oxidase family
protein
laccase 5
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
SKU5 similar 14
cytochrome
oxidase 2
copper
chaperone for
SOD1
cytochrome c
oxidase 17
Plant Lascorbate
oxidase

Cu_tol
v. Non
-2.357

Padj
4.82E-06

Ctrl_t
ol v
non
-2.003

-1.773

1.51E-05

-1.256

-1.187
-1.046

2.53E-02
3.49E-02

-1.006
-0.867

3.15E-02
6.34E-02

-1.040

3.00E-02

-0.626

2.29E-04

-0.813

1.08E-06

-0.482

7.48E-02

0.781

7.49E-02

0.977

2.37E-02

Padj
1.96E-04

4.48E-03

Tol_cu
v. Ctrl

Padj

Non_cu v.
Ctrl

Padj

1.310

4.40E-02

Genename
Migut.G00315

Migut.N03188
Migut.B00035
Migut.H00965
Migut.F01177
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Migut.E01051

Migut.E01675

Migut.N01245

Arabi.defline
Copper amine
oxidase family
protein
plastocyanin 1
SKU5 similar 5
laccase 11
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
laccase 11

Cu_tol
v. Non
1.080

Padj
8.99E-02

1.627
3.919

3.26E-03
5.09E-24

Ctrl_t
ol v
non

Padj

2.493
-1.402
-0.878

2.73E-09
1.94E-02
3.47E-02

1.163

6.17E-02

1.278

3.69E-02

Tol_cu
v. Ctrl

Padj

Non_cu v.
Ctrl

Padj

1.464
3.884

1.11E-02
6.53E-13

2.445

2.34E-05

4.631

5.86E-21

3.579

1.12E-12

Table 10. All genes related to copper transport or binding from unassembled regions of the genome. Potential TOL1 candidates may
be in these regions.

Genename
Migut.O00825
Migut.O00915

Migut.O00979
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Migut.O00217
Migut.O00902
Migut.O00312

Migut.O00723
Migut.O00527
Migut.O00439

Arabidopsis
description
alpha/beta-Hydrolases
superfamily protein
transducin family
protein / WD-40 repeat
family protein
cytochrome P450,
family 72, subfamily A,
polypeptide 14
BTB and TAZ domain
protein 2
HAL3-like protein A
tonoplast
monosaccharide
transporter2
CDP-diacylglycerol
synthase 1
armadillo repeat
kinesin 3
Glutamyl-tRNA
reductase family
protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
3.800

Padj
1.20E-18

Tol vs.
Non in
control
3.221

Padj
1.86E-13

2.287

1.97E-06

2.982

3.06E-10

2.210

8.34E-06

1.545

4.25E-03

2.209

3.17E-05

1.800

1.32E-03

1.937
1.921

3.68E-05
2.73E-06

1.038
1.979

5.29E-02
1.77E-06

1.845

2.29E-13

0.596

4.53E-02

1.822

2.14E-11

1.378

1.38E-06

1.758

6.98E-04

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

-0.938

Padj

4.37E03

Genename
Migut.O00255
Migut.O00501
Migut.O00689

Migut.O00190
Migut.O00301
111

Migut.O00750

Migut.O00909

Migut.O00842
Migut.O00108
Migut.O00588

Migut.O00300

Arabidopsis
description
Homeodomain-like
superfamily protein
Eukaryotic aspartyl
protease family protein
sequence-specific DNA
binding transcription
factors
Formin Homology 14
EXORDIUM like 3
Leucine-rich repeat
protein kinase family
protein
Mitochondrial
substrate carrier family
protein
phloem protein 2-A13
AT-hook motif
nuclear-localized
protein 22
Plant invertase/pectin
methylesterase

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
1.717

Tol vs.
Non in
control

Padj
4.69E-03

Padj

1.717

3.80E-03

1.850

2.15E-03

1.655

4.70E-06

1.365

2.87E-04

1.640
1.568

7.53E-03
1.49E-04

1.512

1.05E-04

1.427

4.63E-02

1.412
1.344
1.344

3.05E-02
1.65E-02
5.37E-05

1.309

4.97E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

-1.253
2.640

4.14E-12

1.392

3.58E-05

Padj

1.52E02

Genename

Migut.O00935
Migut.O00599
Migut.O00482
Migut.O00207
Migut.O00351
112

Migut.O00877
Migut.O00429
Migut.O00896
Migut.O00881

Migut.O00756

Arabidopsis
description
inhibitor superfamily
protein
Glycosyl hydrolase
family protein
WPP domain protein 2
exocyst complex
component sec15B
ARM repeat
superfamily protein
myb domain protein
48
Protein kinase
superfamily protein
homeodomain
GLABROUS 1
2-oxoglutarate (2OG)
and Fe(II)-dependent
oxygenase superfamily
protein
Leucine-rich receptorlike protein kinase
family protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Padj

Tol vs.
Non in
control

Padj

1.252

1.42E-02

1.515

3.05E-03

1.224
1.179

5.44E-03
2.24E-03

1.262
1.157

4.42E-03
4.12E-03

1.131
1.129

3.65E-03
6.69E-03

1.124

2.92E-02

1.086

6.18E-02

1.435

1.14E-02

1.067

2.66E-02

1.059

3.03E-02

1.016

6.72E-02

1.335

1.36E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

Padj

Genename
Migut.O00464

Arabidopsis
description
cytochrome P450,
family 706, subfamily
A, polypeptide 4

Migut.O00110
Migut.O00436
Migut.O00433
Migut.O00786
113

Migut.O00960
Migut.O00322
Migut.O00799
Migut.O00397
Migut.O00546
Migut.O00906

EAP30/Vps36 family
protein
NYC1-like
Calcium-binding EFhand family protein
aldehyde
dehydrogenase 7B4
Protein kinase
superfamily protein
bZIP transcription
factor family protein
squamosa promoterbinding protein-like 12
sodium hydrogen
exchanger 2
Transmembrane amino
acid transporter family
protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
1.013

Tol vs.
Non in
control

Padj
8.16E-03

0.993

2.17E-02

0.959

5.70E-04

0.581

6.83E-02

0.928
0.923

3.76E-03
4.15E-02

0.889

7.59E-03

0.899

9.34E-03

0.990

0.882

4.38E-03

0.882

5.88E-02

0.869

4.60E-03

0.599

7.68E-02

0.865

1.93E-02

1.692

8.32E-07

0.863

7.49E-02

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

Padj

-1.088

3.96E02

-1.089

4.70E02

-0.692

9.61E02

4.78E-03

Genename
Migut.O00830

Migut.O00441

Arabidopsis
description
OSBP(oxysterol
binding protein)related protein 4C
serine
hydroxymethyltransfer
ase 2

Migut.O00437
Migut.O00206
114

Migut.O00726
Migut.O00311

Migut.O00235
Migut.O00597
Migut.O00382
Migut.O00740
Migut.O00284
Migut.O00282

Malectin/receptor-like
protein kinase family
protein
peptide transporter 2
tonoplast
monosaccharide
transporter2
Eukaryotic aspartyl
protease family protein
2-phosphoglycolate
phosphatase 2
flower-specific,
phytochrome-

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
0.859

Tol vs.
Non in
control

Padj
4.57E-02

Padj

0.823

1.62E-02

1.007

3.01E-03

0.795

3.13E-06

0.657

1.81E-04

0.748

5.24E-02

0.755

5.94E-02

0.675
0.647

4.86E-02
3.58E-03

0.690

2.37E-03

0.630
0.595

5.81E-02
8.26E-02

1.013

2.29E-03

0.335
-0.496

2.25E-02
3.23E-02

0.277
-0.551

8.12E-02
1.88E-02

-0.514
-0.543

6.93E-02
5.93E-02

-0.876
-0.531

8.74E-04
7.43E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

-0.519

Padj

2.08E02

Genename

Migut.O00354
Migut.O00945
Migut.O00291

Migut.O00117
115

Migut.O00515
Migut.O00186
Migut.O00592

Migut.O00143

Migut.O00254
Migut.O00768
Migut.O00298
Migut.O00898

Arabidopsis
description
associated protein
phosphatase 3
Protein kinase
superfamily protein
Putative integral
membrane protein
conserved region
(DUF2404)
Thioredoxin
superfamily protein
seed imbibition 2
Tudor/PWWP/MBT
domain-containing
protein
RNA polymerase II
transcription
mediators
MATE efflux family
protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Tol vs.
Non in
control

Padj

-0.552

6.73E-03

-0.593
-0.597

2.09E-02
8.39E-02

-0.623

2.08E-02

-0.609

4.30E-02

-0.719

1.67E-02

-0.621
-0.639
-0.693

7.29E-02
6.66E-02
1.33E-02

-0.818
-0.579

1.69E-02
5.74E-02

-0.724

4.84E-02

-0.708

6.30E-02

-0.726
-0.728

9.17E-02
8.55E-02

-0.832

5.40E-02

-0.754
-0.757

2.18E-02
3.24E-02

-0.622

7.61E-02

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

0.668

Padj

4.22E03

Genename
Migut.O00828

Migut.O00924

Migut.O00761
116
Migut.O00465
Migut.O00551
Migut.O00263
Migut.O00672

Migut.O00759
Migut.O00666

Arabidopsis
description
Core-2/I-branching
beta-1,6-Nacetylglucosaminyltra
nsferase family protein
P-loop containing
nucleoside
triphosphate
hydrolases
superfamily protein
Pyridoxal phosphate
(PLP)-dependent
transferases
superfamily protein
vacuolar sorting
receptor 4
ER-type Ca2+-ATPase
1
Tetratricopeptide
repeat (TPR)-like
superfamily protein
AAA-type ATPase
family protein
ER-type Ca2+-ATPase
1

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
-0.761

Tol vs.
Non in
control

Padj
2.97E-04

Padj

-0.766

1.21E-03

-1.138

9.86E-07

-0.791

4.17E-03

-0.765

7.80E-03

-0.811

8.89E-02

-0.818

5.66E-02

-0.828
-0.835

2.52E-02
4.76E-03

-0.776

4.46E-02

-0.852

1.36E-03

-1.371

1.83E-07

-0.855

2.07E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

Padj

Genename
Migut.O00229

Migut.O00175

Migut.O00315

Migut.O00692
117
Migut.O00224

Migut.O00267

Migut.O00150

Migut.O00725

Arabidopsis
description
tetraticopeptide
domain-containing
thioredoxin
cytochrome P450,
family 71, subfamily A,
polypeptide 25
Pentatricopeptide
repeat (PPR)
superfamily protein
Transducin/WD40
repeat-like superfamily
protein
tetratricopeptide
repeat (TPR)containing protein
root hair initiation
protein root hairless 1
(RHL1)
Concanavalin A-like
lectin protein kinase
family protein
P-loop containing
nucleoside
triphosphate

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
-0.868

Padj
1.20E-03

Tol vs.
Non in
control
-0.760

Padj
6.82E-03

-0.890

5.91E-02

-1.540

4.38E-04

-0.891

1.57E-03

-1.608

7.50E-09

-0.893

1.68E-03

-0.574

6.46E-02

-0.943

2.34E-02

-0.837

5.79E-02

-0.946

1.29E-03

-0.732

2.06E-02

-0.947

6.96E-02

-0.962

3.09E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

1.285

Padj

3.42E02

Genename

Migut.O00262

Migut.O00832
Migut.O00803
Migut.O00887
118

Migut.O00096
Migut.O00443
Migut.O00734
Migut.O00715
Migut.O00813
Migut.O00161

Migut.O00126

Arabidopsis
description
hydrolases
superfamily protein
Pentatricopeptide
repeat (PPR)
superfamily protein
exostosin family
protein
Protein of unknown
function (DUF581)
SKP1/ASK-interacting
protein 16
RING/U-box
superfamily protein
Protein kinase
superfamily protein
extensin 3
methionine
aminopeptidase 1A
Pentatricopeptide
repeat (PPR)
superfamily protein
SOUL heme-binding
family protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Tol vs.
Non in
control

Padj

-0.976

3.29E-02

-0.984

5.04E-05

-0.986
-0.993

2.07E-02
6.42E-02

-0.996

8.22E-04

-0.719

2.80E-02

-0.998

6.13E-02

-1.398

6.68E-03

-1.004

1.22E-02

-1.007
-1.026

9.49E-02
9.73E-03

-1.157

4.01E-03

-1.029

7.96E-02

-1.032

7.58E-06

-1.465

1.33E-10

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

1.100

Padj

3.34E05

Genename
Migut.O00539
Migut.O00379

Migut.O00388

Migut.O00140
Migut.O00162
119

Migut.O00529

Migut.O00804
Migut.O00112
Migut.O00687
Migut.O00494

Arabidopsis
description
Inositol
monophosphatase
family protein
Mitochondrial
substrate carrier family
protein
Target SNARE coiledcoil domain protein
Drought-responsive
family protein
P-loop containing
nucleoside
triphosphate
hydrolases
superfamily protein
with no lysine (K)
kinase 1

protein
serine/threonine
kinases;ATP
binding;catalytics

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
-1.047
-1.048

Tol vs.
Non in
control
-1.185
-1.624

Padj
2.13E-07
4.80E-02

-1.055

3.87E-04

-1.062

4.16E-04

-0.972

2.00E-03

-1.073

4.13E-02

-1.230

2.03E-02

-1.088

2.97E-04

-0.688

4.05E-02

-1.089

3.59E-02

-1.109
-1.185
-1.197

2.03E-02
5.61E-02
2.70E-07

-1.474

1.65E-03

-1.226

2.72E-07

Padj
3.37E-09
1.45E-03

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

0.880

Padj

1.71E02

Genename
Migut.O00778

Migut.O00216
Migut.O00174

Migut.O00256
120

Migut.O00892
Migut.O00105

Migut.O00165
Migut.O00553

Migut.O00220

Arabidopsis
description
Bacterial secindependent
translocation protein
mttA/Hcf106
peptidemethionine
sulfoxide reductase 1
cytochrome P450,
family 71, subfamily A,
polypeptide 25
nitrate transmembrane
transporters
gametophytic factor 2
S-adenosyl-Lmethionine-dependent
methyltransferases
superfamily protein
Ribosomal protein L19
family protein
Photosystem II
reaction center PsbP
family protein
FBD, F-box, Skp2-like
and Leucine Rich
Repeat domains
containing protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
-1.204

Padj
1.96E-07

Tol vs.
Non in
control
-1.439

Padj
4.76E-10

-1.211

1.48E-02

-1.399

4.91E-03

-1.239

1.98E-03

-2.131

2.23E-08

-1.242

2.16E-02

-1.852

3.42E-04

-1.264
-1.272

2.56E-03
9.44E-03

-1.307

1.46E-02

-1.336

1.41E-02

-1.283

2.53E-02

-1.384

5.03E-04

-1.122

8.16E-03

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

1.638

Padj

3.81E03

Genename
Migut.O00270

Migut.O00548

Migut.O00151
121

Migut.O00941
Migut.O00218
Migut.O00171

Migut.O00170
Migut.O00737

Arabidopsis
description
GRAM domaincontaining protein /
ABA-responsive
protein-related
P-loop containing
nucleoside
triphosphate
hydrolases
superfamily protein
Octicosapeptide/Phox/
Bem1p family protein
3-ketoacyl-CoA
synthase 4
Pectin lyase-like
superfamily protein
Calcineurin-like
metallophosphoesterase
superfamily protein
nitrate transmembrane
transporters
Subunits of
heterodimeric actin
filament capping

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
-1.391

Tol vs.
Non in
control
-1.373

Padj
5.02E-03

Padj
7.15E-03

-1.402

1.67E-02

-1.419

2.90E-02

-1.425

4.54E-05

-1.429

9.20E-03

-1.926

3.14E-04

-1.474

5.75E-05

-1.400

2.44E-04

-1.478

7.21E-03

-2.626

3.51E-07

-1.479

1.22E-07

-1.651

3.42E-09

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

Padj

Genename

Migut.O00160

Migut.O00550
Migut.O00367
122
Migut.O00240

Migut.O00834
Migut.O00547
Migut.O00836
Migut.O00469
Migut.O00824

Arabidopsis
description
protein Capz
superfamily
P-loop containing
nucleoside
triphosphate
hydrolases
superfamily protein
Histone superfamily
protein
ethylene responsive
element binding factor
1
Chaperone DnaJdomain superfamily
protein
beta-amylase 3
ferric reduction
oxidase 5
cationic amino acid
transporter 5
basic leucine-zipper 6

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Tol vs.
Non in
control

Padj

Padj

-1.495

5.81E-03

-1.527

5.88E-03

-1.171

4.92E-02

-1.584

1.26E-02

-1.601

2.39E-03

-1.237

3.14E-02

-1.605
-1.632
-1.670

6.42E-05
4.40E-03
8.63E-03

-1.759

6.92E-03

-1.674

3.45E-07

-1.623

5.88E-07

-1.678

1.53E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

2.114

Padj

1.62
E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

2.026

Padj

5.31E03

Genename
Migut.O00181

Migut.O00259
Migut.O00144
Migut.O00172
Migut.O00886
Migut.O00346
123

Migut.O00185
Migut.O00276
Migut.O00387

Migut.O00434
Migut.O00751

Arabidopsis
description
Rhodanese/Cell cycle
control phosphatase
superfamily protein
titan9
Copper amine oxidase
family protein
quinolinate synthase
RmlC-like cupins
superfamily protein
potassium transporter
2
Aldolase-type TIM
barrel family protein
homolog of yeast
CDT1 A
COBRA-like
extracellular glycosylphosphatidyl inositolanchored protein
family
aminophospholipid
ATPase 1
glycosyltransferase
family protein 2

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
-1.683

Padj
3.24E-06

Tol vs.
Non in
control
-2.055

Padj
1.11E-08

-1.697
-1.773

2.87E-05
1.51E-05

-0.888
-1.256

5.65E-02
4.48E-03

-1.808
-1.833

2.43E-05
4.77E-03

-2.344

2.94E-08

-1.844

6.65E-05

-1.242

1.31E-02

-1.844

3.40E-07

-1.521

5.40E-05

-1.904

5.47E-04

-1.924

1.27E-08

-1.819

1.69E-07

-1.955

2.35E-05

-1.670

5.89E-04

-1.971

9.34E-05

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

Padj

1.448

9.58E02

1.764

3.26E03

Genename
Migut.O00575
Migut.O00920
Migut.O00571
Migut.O00871
Migut.O00103
Migut.O00092

124

Migut.O00168
Migut.O00947
Migut.O00923
Migut.O00647
Migut.O00558
Migut.O00198

Arabidopsis
description
Eukaryotic aspartyl
protease family protein
Seven transmembrane
MLO family protein

SGNH hydrolase-type
esterase superfamily
protein
nitrate transmembrane
transporters
MATE efflux family
protein
pleiotropic drug
resistance 11
Eukaryotic aspartyl
protease family protein
Leucine-rich repeat
protein kinase family
protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
-1.986
-1.993

Tol vs.
Non in
control
-1.855
-1.097

Padj
5.98E-08
3.19E-05

-2.034

4.36E-04

-2.123
-2.199
-2.204

3.01E-15
2.50E-05
3.07E-08

-1.353
-2.166
-1.931

9.22E-07
5.27E-05
2.37E-06

-2.381

3.31E-07

-2.809

1.51E-09

-2.469
-2.485

3.56E-05
1.80E-07

-2.193
-2.086

3.96E-04
2.23E-05

-2.620

4.48E-07

-2.590

9.44E-07

-2.955

9.52E-08

-1.841

2.59E-03

-3.187

4.88E-08

-3.363

1.14E-08

Padj
1.19E-06
4.52E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non
1.578
2.168

1.538

Padj
7.09E03
9.27E04

4.05E02

Genename
Migut.O00272

Migut.O00793
Migut.O00094

Migut.O00169
125

Migut.O00178

Migut.O00361

Migut.O00111
Migut.O00547
Migut.O00669
Migut.O00231

Arabidopsis
description
Kunitz family trypsin
and protease inhibitor
protein
S-locus lectin protein
kinase family protein
Glucose-6phosphate/phosphate
translocator-related
nitrate transmembrane
transporters
cytochrome P450,
family 71, subfamily A,
polypeptide 25
P-loop containing
nucleoside
triphosphate
hydrolases
superfamily protein

beta glucosidase 17
NAD(P)-linked
oxidoreductase
superfamily protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu
-3.255

Padj
4.46E-11

Tol vs.
Non in
control
-2.209

Padj
2.61E-05

-3.323

1.69E-14

-2.661

2.80E-09

-3.629

1.75E-13

-2.546

9.22E-07

-3.682

2.00E-17

-4.439

9.71E-25

-1.849

4.55E-03

-1.652

1.51E-03

-1.600
-1.567
-1.507
-1.291

3.72E-03
8.47E-03
1.70E-04
2.62E-03

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

-1.105

Padj

3.16E02

Genename
Migut.O00290
Migut.O00790
Migut.O00718
Migut.O00394

126

Migut.O00232
Migut.O00230
Migut.O00089
Migut.O00286
Migut.O00233
Migut.O00164
Migut.O00197
Migut.O00511

Arabidopsis
description
alpha-galactosidase 2
phosphate transporter
4;3
RING/U-box
superfamily protein
S-adenosyl-Lmethionine-dependent
methyltransferases
superfamily protein
jasmonate-zim-domain
protein 3
HCO3- transporter
family
TCP family
transcription factor
Sugar isomerase (SIS)
family protein
with no lysine (K)
kinase 3
protein-l-isoaspartate
methyltransferase 1
Protein of unknown
function, DUF547

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Padj

Tol vs.
Non in
control
-1.231
-1.160

Padj
6.70E-02
5.16E-04

-1.151

9.77E-05

-1.118

6.63E-03

-1.056
-1.043

1.65E-04
1.11E-03

-0.952

3.87E-02

-0.852

7.73E-02

-0.848

2.35E-02

-0.832

9.27E-03

-0.822

2.36E-02

-0.786

7.61E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

Padj

-0.780

6.55E02

-1.213

2.32E02

Genename
Migut.O00426

Migut.O00098
Migut.O00275
Migut.O00617

Migut.O00833
127
Migut.O00412

Migut.O00265
Migut.O00278
Migut.O00347

Migut.O00076

Arabidopsis
description
AMP-dependent
synthetase and ligase
family protein
Phox (PX) domaincontaining protein
RAP
Sec23/Sec24 protein
transport family
protein
Metallohydrolase/oxidoreduct
ase superfamily
protein
DNA-directed RNA
polymerase, RBP11like
RING/U-box
superfamily protein
Sec23/Sec24 protein
transport family
protein
alpha/beta-Hydrolases
superfamily protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Padj

Tol vs.
Non in
control
-0.721

Padj
6.17E-02

-0.698

2.55E-02

-0.643
-0.621

4.93E-02
5.70E-02

-0.593

3.80E-02

-0.576

2.14E-02

-0.573

8.82E-02

-0.483
0.459

9.10E-02
7.68E-02

0.505

7.06E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

Padj

Genename
Migut.O00797

Migut.O00131
Migut.O00643

Migut.O00787
Migut.O00860
Migut.O00526
128

Migut.O00950
Migut.O00530
Migut.O00345

Migut.O00807
Migut.O00815

Arabidopsis
description
Phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxylase family
protein
C2H2 and C2HC zinc
fingers superfamily
protein

reduced lateral root
formation
Ribosomal protein L2
family
Zinc-binding
ribosomal protein
family protein
Ribonuclease III family
protein
Lateral organ
boundaries (LOB)
domain family protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Padj

Tol vs.
Non in
control
0.597

Padj
2.24E-02

0.632
0.663

6.38E-02
7.93E-02

0.701
0.715
0.739

5.30E-02
5.24E-02
1.99E-04

0.741
0.756

7.30E-02
8.95E-02

0.769

7.72E-02

0.780

3.99E-02

0.886

8.24E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

0.502

Padj

5.34E02

Genename
Migut.O00257

Migut.O00724

Migut.O00457

129

Migut.O00701

Arabidopsis
description
triglyceride
lipases;triglyceride
lipases
CAMV movement
protein interacting
protein 7
Mitochondrial
transcription
termination factor
family protein
Ribosomal protein L3
family protein

Migut.O00463
Migut.O00927

Migut.O00595

Migut.O00416

transferases,
transferring acyl
groups
transducin family
protein / WD-40 repeat
family protein
Tetratricopeptide
repeat (TPR)-like
superfamily protein

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Padj

Tol vs.
Non in
control
0.899

Padj
3.45E-02

0.945

8.79E-02

0.958

2.93E-02

0.967

5.04E-02

1.071

1.26E-02

1.105

3.55E-03

1.111

3.59E-02

1.140

1.42E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

1.107

Padj

3.01E02

Genename
Migut.O00883

Migut.O00326
Migut.O00203

Migut.O00500
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Migut.O00880
Migut.O00888

Migut.O00127

Arabidopsis
description
Tetratricopeptide
repeat (TPR)-like
superfamily protein
nuclear factor Y,
subunit B3
Malectin/receptor-like
protein kinase family
protein
Eukaryotic aspartyl
protease family protein
Protein kinase
superfamily protein
Regulator of
chromosome
condensation (RCC1)
family protein
UBX domaincontaining protein

Migut.O00897
Migut.O00129
Migut.O00795

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Padj

Tol vs.
Non in
control
1.143

Padj
1.62E-02

1.294

2.89E-02

1.309

5.81E-04

1.654

6.99E-03

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

1.072

Padj

9.28
E-02

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non

0.999
-1.409

-0.920
-0.892

Protein of Unknown
Function (DUF239)

-0.783
-0.568

Padj

4.45E02
1.17E02

7.67E02
1.10E02
3.75E02
8.63E02

Genename
Migut.O00389

Migut.O00314
Migut.O00189

Migut.O00972
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Migut.O00961
Migut.O00732

Arabidopsis
description
evolutionarily
conserved C-terminal
region 6
Calcium-binding EF
hand family protein
Disease resistance
protein (CC-NBS-LRR
class) family
BRI1-associated
receptor kinase
Protein of unknown
function (DUF1677)
glutaredoxin-related

Tol vs.
Non in
cu

Padj

Tol vs.
Non in
control

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
tol

Padj

Cu vs.
Ctrl in
non
0.487

0.490
1.053

1.139
1.160
1.652

Padj
8.56E02
6.11E02
6.18E02
5.37E02
8.01E02
1.25E02

Table 11. Allele Specific Expression for candidate genes.
Gene name

Gene
description

Migut.D02170

ascorbate
19.7 / 27.0
peroxidase 1
copper
33 /55.3
chaperone for
SOD1
copper/zinc
206.3 /
superoxide
407.7
dismutase 1
copper/zinc
91 / 35.7
superoxide
dismutase
copper
112 / 314.3
chaperone
Heavy metal
16 / 7.7
transport/detox
ification
Heavy metal
14.3 / 2.3
transport/detox
ification
YELLOW
17.3 /16
STRIPE like 6
Ferric
23.7 /12
reductase
defective 3,
Manganese
accumulator
MATE efflux
41.7 / 10
family protein

Migut.A00880

Migut.G00220

Migut.D02293
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Migut.F00902
Migut.B01060

Migut.N00981

Migut.F00048
Migut.B01295

Migut.A00844

Avg P0
alleles
(ccc / med)

CCC
allele
count

MED Pallele val
count

Cis/
trans

CCC
allele
count

MED
allele
count

P-val,

Cis/
trans

CCC
allele
count

MED
allele
count

P-val

Cis/
trans

13

8

0.078

Cis

7

3

0.107

Cis

8

14

0.670

Cis

95

136

0.248

Cis

88

120

0.152

Cis

118

175

0.305

Cis

83

153

0.630

Cis

122

177

0.010

Trans

110

210

0.768

Cis

168

220

0.000

Trans

185

246

0.000

Trans

234

238

0.000

Tran
s

722

1796

0.007

Trans

524

1109

0.000

Trans

606

907

0.000

Tran
s

10

11

0.062

Cis

12

11

0.122

Cis

20

8

0.840

Cis

7

4

0.056

Cis

13

10

0.001

Trans

18

5

0.359

Cis

31

34

0.536

Cis

49

39

0.068

Cis

25

21

0.770

Cis

86

46

0.783

Cis

22

15

0.3

Cis

25

11

0.860

Cis

62

38

0.000

Trans

128

38

0.240

Cis

174

66

0.002

Tran
s

Gene name

Gene
description

Migut.C00671

MATE efflux
family protein
MATE efflux
family protein
MATE efflux
family protein
MATE efflux
family protein
MATE efflux
family protein
Copper
amine oxidase
familyprotein
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
Cupredoxin
superfamily
protein
laccase 5

Migut.D00600
Migut.E00394
Migut.H00249
Migut.H01949
Migut.O00144
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Migut.L00102

Migut.L00984

Migut.F01469

Avg P0
alleles
(ccc / med)

CCC
allele
count

MED Pallele val
count

Cis/
trans

CCC
allele
count

30.3 / 4.7

16

2

14.7 / 8.3

7

10.3 / 3.7

MED
allele
count

P-val,

Cis/
trans

1.000

Cis

20

8

0.026

Trans

4

1.000

Cis

5

8

0.081

Cis

11

4

1.000

Cis

7

5

0.321

7 / 20.3

31

45

0.004

Trans

24

20

14.7 / 6.7

161

105

0.004

Trans

128

12 / 98.3

150

186

0.000

Trans

125

CCC
allele
count

MED
allele
count

P-val

Cis/
trans

29

6

0.458

Cis

Cis

5

3

0.439

Cis

0.000

Trans

8

15

0.340

Cis

57

0.937

Cis

128

59

0.937

Cis

177

0.000

Trans

132

153

0.000

Tran
s

24.7 / 153

221

175

0.000

Trans

86

45

0.000

Trans

70

31

0.000

Tran
s

13.3 / 32.3

140

148

0.000

Trans

201

254

0.000

Trans

204

253

0.000

Tran
s

8.7 / 20.3

5

9

0.575

Cis

10

9

0.042

Trans

7

2

0.004

Tran
s

Migut.D00687

Plant L28 / 12.3
88
34
0.557 Cis
73
38
0.411
Cis
81
30
0.471
Cis
ascorbate
oxidase
Migut.N03188
plastocyanin
57 / 18.7
14
10
0.060
Cis
11
10
0.021
Tran
1
s
Migut.O00836
ferric
20 / 93.3
35
33
0.000 Trans
13
11
0.000
Tran
reduction
s
oxidase 5
Allele counts are summed across markers within genes. P-values from binomial exact test, F1 alllele counts compared to ratio of average counts in parent CCC to average
count in parent MED. P<= 0.05 rejects the null hypothesis that F1 allele counts are equal to the parental counts, and denotes trans-regulated genes.
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www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/services/rest/clustalo/result/clustalo-I20160416-013107-0905-78984725-es/aln-clustal

CLUSTAL O(1.2.1) multiple sequence alignment
mgv1a000833m_IM62_AASeq
MED84_Cuatpase_cds_1
CCC52_CuATPase_cds_1

MEINGKDDLKSPLLQHPNDVVITVSPSDQILLKKIRTLVFKVVGITCSSCVASIEAALGK
MEINGKDDLKSPLLQHPNDVVITVSPSDQILLKKIRTLVFKVVGITCSSCVASIEAALGR
MEINGKDDLKSPLLQHPNDVVITVSPSDQILLKKIRTLVFKVVGITCSSCVASIEAALGR
***********************************************************:

mgv1a000833m_IM62_AASeq
MED84_Cuatpase_cds_1
CCC52_CuATPase_cds_1

LDGVHSVAVSVLQGQAVVKYVPEVITAKMIKEAVEDTGFDVAEFPEQDIAMCRLKIKGMA
LDGVHSVAVSVLQGQAVVKYVPEVITAKMIKEAVEDTGFDVAEFPEQDIAMCRLKIKGMA
LDGVHSVAVSVLQGQAVVKYVPEVITAKMIKEAVEDTGFDVAEFPEQDIAMCRLKIKGMA
************************************************************

mgv1a000833m_IM62_AASeq
MED84_Cuatpase_cds_1
CCC52_CuATPase_cds_1

CTSCSESVERALRMVDGVKKAVVGLALGEAKIHFDPNVTNTDRIIEAVEEDAGFGADLIS
CTSCSESVERALRMVDGVKKAVVGLALGEAKIHFDPNVTNTDRIIEAVEEDAGFGADLVS
CTSCSESVERALRMVDGVKKAVVGLALGEAKIHFDPNVTNTDRIIEAVEEDAGFGADLVS
**********************************************************:*

mgv1a000833m_IM62_AASeq
MED84_Cuatpase_cds_1
CCC52_CuATPase_cds_1

YGNDLNKVYLQLGGISSPLDFTIIQDSLQSLDGVNHVEIDVDEHKVTIGYEPDIIGPRSI
YGNDLNKVYLQLGGVSSPVDFTIIQDLLQSLDGVNHVELDVDEHKVTIGYEPDIIGPRSI
YGNDLNKVYLQLGGVSSPVDFTIIQDLLQSLDGVNHVELDVDEHKVTIGYEPDIIGPRSI
**************:***:******* ***********:*********************

mgv1a000833m_IM62_AASeq
MED84_Cuatpase_cds_1
CCC52_CuATPase_cds_1

IQHIQKAGTGPNTYEATLFTPPRGGETERQHEILMYRNQFLWSCLFSVPVFVFSMVLPML
IQHIQKAGTGPNTYEATLFTPPRGGETERQNEILTYRNQFLWSCLFSVPVFVFSMVLPML
IQHIQKAGTGPNTYEATLFTPPRGGETERQNEILMYRNQFLWSCLFSVPVFVFSMVLPML
******************************.*** *************************

mgv1a000833m_IM62_AASeq
MED84_Cuatpase_cds_1
CCC52_CuATPase_cds_1

PPYGNWLDYKVINMLDVGMLLRWILCTPVQFIIGKRFYAGSYHALRRKSANMDVLVALGT
PPYGNWLDYKVINMLDVGMLLRWILCTPVQFIIGKRFYAGSYHALRRKSANMDVLVALGT
PPYGNWLDYKVINMLDVGMLLRWILCTPVQFIIGKRFYAGSYHALRRKSANMDVLVALGT
************************************************************

mgv1a000833m_IM62_AASeq
MED84_Cuatpase_cds_1
CCC52_CuATPase_cds_1

NAAYFYSIYTMIKALTSDSFEGQDFFETSSMLISFILLGKYLEVLAKGKTSDALAKLTEL
NAAYFYSIYTMIKALTSDSFEGQDFFETSSMLISFILLGKYLEVLAKGKTSDALAKLTEL
NAAYFYSIYTMIKALTSDSFEGQDFFETSSMLISFILLGKYLEVLAKGKTSDALAKLTEL
************************************************************

mgv1a000833m_IM62_AASeq
MED84_Cuatpase_cds_1
CCC52_CuATPase_cds_1

APDVACLLTLDAEGNVISETEIDTKLIEKNDILKIVPGSKIPVDGIVTDGESYVNESMIT
APDVACLLTLDAEGNVISETEIDTKLIEKNDIFKIVPGSKIPVDGIVTDGESYVNESMIT
APDVACLLTLDAEGNVISETEIDTKLIEKNDILKIVPGSKIPVDGIVTDGESYVNESMIT
********************************:***************************

mgv1a000833m_IM62_AASeq
MED84_Cuatpase_cds_1

GEALPVTKKLGDKVIGGTVNENGYIRIKATHVGSETALSQIVELVEAAQLAKAPVQKLAD
GEALPVSKKLGDKVIGGTVNENGYIRIKATHVGSETALSQIVELVEAAQLAKAPVQKLAD

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/services/rest/clustalo/result/clustalo-I20160416-013107-0905-78984725-es/aln-clustal

Figure 1. Amino Acid alignments between M. guttatus reference assembly, CCC52, and
MED82 for Cu ATPase ion transporter (COP). Continued on next page.
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Figure 2. A) Protein modeling for COP, in the tolerant and nontolerant lines. Comparing
lines show amino acid changes between the two lines likely do not change the function
of the protein, as they are not in any of the binding sites. B) Screenshot of a MEMSTAT
domain analysis that shows that there are transmembrane and extracellular domains in
COP.
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Table 1. Primers used for experiments in Chapter 2.
Experiment
QTL confirmation

Candidate gene markers

RT-qPCR

qPCR

Transgenic and Transient
assay constructs

Primer Name
MgSTS745_F
MgSTS745_R
MgSTS114_F
MgSTS114_R
MgSTS695_F
MgSTS695_R
ATG5_F
ATG5_R
Cu ATPase_F
Cu ATPase_R
UBQ_F
UBQ_R
Cu-ATPase_F
Cu-ATPase_R
MCO_F
MCO_R
RAD51_F
RAD51_R
MCO_F
MCO_R
MgMCO_cdsF1
MgMCO_cdsF2
MgMCO_cdsR
MgMC0_2F1
MgMCO_2R1
MgMC0_2F2
MgMCO_2R2
MgMC0_2F3
MgMC0_2R3
MgCuATPase_cdsF
MgCuATPase_cdsR
MgCuATPase_2F1
MgCuATPase_2R1
MgCuATPase_2F2
MgCuATPasc_2R2
MgCuATPase_3F
MgCuATPase_3R
MgCuATPase_5F
MgCuATPase_5R
MgCuATPase_7F
MgCuATPase_7R

Sequence (5’ to 3’)
CACTCGGGTAGTTCCAAACG
GGAGCTTCTTCAACTCAACG
AAGGATGGATTCCTCTGCAA
TCTAGCACTTTCCCCACCTC
TGCAAAAGCTATTGGATTTATCG
CAATGGCGATACCAAGAAGG
GACGAGCTGAACTCGGTCAC
GCCATCACTCTCTCGTTTCC
GCTAATCAGGTGGGGATTGA
TCGTTGATCCCGTCTCCTAC
GCGCAAGAAGAAGACGTACAC
CTTCTTCAGCCTCTGCACCT
CCTGTCGATGGAATTGTCAC
ATTCACCGTCCCACCAATC
TGGCCAAGTGTATGTGGAAA
CTTATCCGGTGGCTACAACG
GAAGATGGAACCAGCCAGAC
CCCGTAAACACCTTTGCAGT
TGAAGGTCACACCACGAAAA
CCTCGGATGGAGACAACAAT
CACCATGAAGGGTTATAATGATGGTT
CACCATGCCCAAAAAGGAATTACTG
GGCCACTAGCTTTAGAGGACGA
TACGGGAAATCAGCATCATCA
TGATGATGCTGATTTCCCGTA
GCATGGCCTTACTTGAAGGTCA
TGACCTTCAAGTAAGGCCATGC
GAAGATCCGGTGACCGAGACAC
GTGTCTCGGTCACCGGATCTTC
CACCATGGAAATAAATGGGAAGG
ACGACTCTCCCTGTAGGCATGTA
GATCCAAATGTGACAAATACTG
CAGTATTTGTCACATTTGGATC
TGCACACCTGTGCAGTTTATCA
TGATAAACTGCACAGGTGTGCA
GAGCATGATTACAGGAGAAGCA
TGCTTCTCCTGTAATCATGCTC
GACTCCTACTGCAGTGATGGTT
AACCATCACTGCAGTAGGAGTC
CCAGTGTTCCACTTGGCATCGA
TCGATGCCAAGTGGAACACTGG

Table 2. Relative copy number by individual for wild collected plants.
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Population

Sample

CCC

CCC109

Relative
copy
number
2.546111914

Population

Sample

OBR

OBR204

Relative
copy
number
0.000779568

CCC

CCC110

3.230212705

OBR

OBR209

0.006793147

CCC

CCC111

2.669610318

SCH

SCH1

0.012647206

CCC

CCC112

3.120179802

SCH

SCH10

0.701393436

CCC

CCC113

2.617692863

SCH

SCH12

1.699325828

CCC

CCC114

2.951869961

SCH

SCH13

0.617693263

CCC

CCC115

2.459381995

SCH

SCH15

0.947126588

MCN

MCN

3.256440426

SCH

SCH18

0.512265096

MCN

MCN415

2.307977513

SCH

SCH2

0.018010256

MCN

MCN48

1.806623442

SCH

SCH20

0.803830097

MCN

MCN55

2.009211124

SCH

SCH22

0.010883571

OBR

OBR103

1.226853088

SCH

SCH23

0.313519953

OBR

OBR104

0.707905735

SCH

SCH24.1

0.001590059

OBR

OBR105

0.009540601

SCH

SCH26

0.291175828

OBR

OBR106

2.465070944

SCH

SCH3

0.004076733

OBR

OBR107

1.52093922

SCH

SCH4

0.001014484

OBR

OBR112

1.741055872

SCH

SCH7

0.474658723

OBR

OBR122

0.006546604

SCH

SCH9

0.958131669

OBR

OBR125

0.801974999

Tolerant

25E11-T

3

OBR

OBR201

0.035937383

Nontolerant

25E11N

0.837965354

OBR

OBR202

0.012104012

Nontolerant

25E11N

0.650654015

OBR

OBR203

0.001617853

Nontolerant

25E11N

0.846723304
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Table 3. Genotype counts at single PCR markers for growth chamber survivors,
Greenhouse survivors, and control F2s.

Marker
MgSTS 695

MgSTS 745

MgSTS 114

ATG5

Genotype
TT

N Growth
Chamber
Survivors
30

N
Greenhouse
Survivors
16

N
Control
F2s
20

TN

52

29

45

NN

7

19

18

Total

89

64

83

TT

30

26

16

TN

43

37

36

NN

15

5

19

Total

88

68

71

TT

21

25

15

TN

59

36

44

NN

7

7

20

Total

87

68

79

Closest marker
TT
previously identified TN
for Tol1 locus; Scaffold
NN
9, 8649870bp
Total

26

27

21

62

37

49

1

4

25

89

68

95

Description
Scaffold 4 QTL,
2586773bp

Scaffold 9 QTL, left
side, 174622bp

Scaffold 9 QTL right
side, 12049483 bp

Cu ATPase
Candiate gene
(Migut.D00585) identified through
popgen, Scaffold 4,
2795983bp

TT

27

13

15

TN

45

32

29

NN

11

17

16

Total

83

62

60

MgSTS 552

TT

25

16

20

TN

46

34

42

NN

15

16

22

Total

86

66

84

Candidate region
identified through
popgen, Scaffold 6,
5674096bp
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